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The creative thesis, in the form of a film treatment and script,
will explore, through fact and fiction, the development of two Black
ghetto youths who are determined to escape their environment.
The thesis examines the relationship between two Black youths
who share a common dream.

It is the unrealistic dream of millions

of Ghetto youngsters, the dream of escaping poverty and discrimination by becoming~ famous athlete.

In this case, the goal is the

most unattainable one in the world of sports.

The two youngsters

are both striving to become "Heavyweight Champion of the World."
The result, if it were not documented fact, would be too unrealistic
for any motion picture.

Both· achieve what many believe to be the

highest athletic honor.
The main character is a Black teenager from Louisville, KY,
Jimmy Ellis.

Jimmy's motivation for learning to·l;,ox is to

' defeat

his arch rival, later to become his be~t friend, Cassius Clay.

As

their friendship.'develops, the two youngsters work together toward
the goal of becoming." the best in the world."
J;i.!"'"Y Ellis'. predicament is, tha~ .even th~ugh he reaches his
goal to become a contender for the heavyweight championship, the
crown is held by a boxer who is considered unbeatable, the "Greatest
~~ighter of all timE:. 11

The irony :!.s thet the Champion is no!le other than his best
friend, Cas£ius Cl~y.

The same cocky street kid with whom Jimmy

she.red his draam, is standing in the way of his success.

Yet Ellis

would not have bee!! able to become a professional fighter at all
i

without the help of his friend Clay, who later changed his name to
Muhammad Ali.

In a story filled with irony, we learn that Ellis

does become Heavyweight Champion, but is not accepted as the "real"
champion because he did not win the crown by defeating Ali.
again, Ellis' best friend has

unwittingly

Once

held him back.

The disaster is that Jimmy becomes so obsessed with proving he
is as good a fighter as Ali

that he almost destroys his career,

his family, and his integrity.
The climax,in this typically American story of a rise from
poverty to fame and fortune, is that Ellis finally realizes that he

'
can only compete with himself,
and take pride in his own achievements.

He realizes that he cannot constantly compare himself with

his friend and companion.

In a dramatic finish to what is also a

story of love and friendship, Ellis learns his lesson after Ali
defeats him in the ring.

After the fight, Ali convinces Ellis that

they both "beat the odds," and that both can take pride in their
accomplishments.

The rivalry is finally over and their deep

devotion and love for one another is cemented forever.
The final version will be in the form of a script for a "made
for television" movie.

The growth and development, failures,

frustrations and weaknesses of two of America's best athletes will
be explored through the eyes of the camera.
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Thousands of fight fans are gathered in the Houston Astrodome
for a fight between two former heavyweight champions.
more are watching on closed circuit television.

Thousands

It is not a

championship fight, but interest is high because one of those
former champions is Muhammad Ali,·the most colorful, the most
controversial, and perhaps the greatest fighter of all time.

Ali

has returned to the ring after being stripped. of his crown for
refusing induction into the army.
returning to the ring.

This is his fourth fight since

He won the first two, but then lost a

bruising battle t? Joe Frazier, the man who claimed a portion of the
title that was taken away from Ali.

The man he is fighting tonight

claimed the other chunk of the title when Ali was sent into exile.
Jimmy Ellis won the elimination tournament to name Ali's successor
to the WBA Crown and lost it to Frazier two years later.

If Ali

loses this fight., his cpmeback wilr be over, but few experts believe
Ellis will. be

a

serious threat, and the interest is mainly in

studying Ali to see if the grace, the speed, the uncanny~boxing
abi+ity has returned, or ever will.

This is the only reason the

fight is important, as far as the fans are concerned, but it is the
most important fight of the two fighters' lives.
to the two men know why.

Only those closest

It's a storybook tale ·that has never been

fully told.
The television Fight Announcer knows something of the relationship between the two fighters, and he relates the story as the fans
wait for the two former Champions to enter the ring,
1

He tells how
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the two grew up together in Louisville, Kentucky, sharing the dream
of someday being Champion of the World.

He talks of the irony of

Ali's boyhood friend, Jimmy Ellis, winning the elimination tournament
to pick a new WBA Champion after Ali's title was taken away.

And he

tells how Ellis was never accepted as the real champion because he
had not won the crown from Ali in the ring.

The television

commentator also informs his viewers that rumor has it that there is
now "bad blood" between Ali and his former friend and sparing
partner.

He suggests it could be a "bloody" battle • . • similar to

a fight between two brothers whose fierce rivalry has turned their
love and devotion for each other to contempt.
Ellis enters the ring first.

There is polite applause mixed .

with scattered boos throughout the crowd- in the Astrodome.
legendary Ali starts down the aisle toward the ring.
roars and comes to its feet chanting, "Ali, Ali • .,.

Then the

The crowd
Jimmy watches

the scene from·. the ring and •his mind carries him back to another
fight years ago.
A teenaged Jimmy is seated. ringside
in a small television studio
,.
in Louisville that has been turned into an arena for a local boxing
show called "Tomorrow's Champions",
best amateur boxers in the city.

a

weekly show that features the

Jimmy.is there to watch his good

friend, Donny Hall, fight a promising young amateur named Cassius
Clay.

Clay has a reputation of being a bigmouth and a showoff.

Jimmy doesn't really know Clay, but he doesn't like him and he is
hoping his friend will "whup Clay good."

But the talented young
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Clay gives Hall the beating of his life, and adds insult to injury
by taunting his opponent, •• laughting at him. , .and playfully
patting his rear end in the clinches.

Jimmy is furious with Clay

for showing no respect for his friend, and he's furious with Donny
for letting a "hotdog" like Clay beat him.
We see Jimmy and Donny walking home after.the fight.
face is swollen.

He has a black eye.

not fighting a better fight.
bigmouth."

Donny's

Jimmy berates his friend for

He tells Donny that he could "beat that

Donny gets angry and suggests to Jimmy that "If he is so

tough, why doesn't he come to the gym and prove it?"
would if his mama and daddy would let him.

Jimmy says he

His friend walks off,

taunting the big tough guy who would whip Cassius Clay "if his mama
would let him."

Jimmy walks the rest of the way home alone.
,'

Jimmy's

..

house is a humble little wood frame with a rickety porch.

His father

is a Baptist preacher, but the little., black church isn I t able to- pay
its minister much money.· The Ellis' are good Go,d-'-fearing people.
They are poor, but proud, and they are trying desperately to keep
their boys from running the streets, •• trying to raise them properly
in a tough environment.
door,

Jimmy enters the house through the kitchen

His Daddy watched the fight on television and asks Jimmy if

Donny is alright.

Jimmy uses the opportunity to ask his father,

again, if he can start going to the gym and learn to box.

Before

his father can answer, his mother speaks up and tells Jimmy that
they have been all through that before • . • that a fight gym is no
place for the son of a Baptist Preacher to be hanging out . • • and
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"wha:t would the people in the church think if the Preacher's son was
learning how to "beat up on people?"
goes to his room.

Jimmy drops the subject. and

He· stretches out on the bed, and soon he's asleep.

He dreams of standing in the middle of a boxing ring with the referee
raising h;is hand above his head as the ring announcer proclaims, "The
new heavyweight Champion of the World, James Ellis!"
Jimmy enters the gym.

It's a typically seedy boxing gym.

Young

fighters are shadow boxing, skipping rope, and two are sparring in a
ring.

Jimmy spots his friend Donny working out on the heavy bag and

walks over.

Donny, still a little angry, yells at no one in

particular that the tough guy who could whip Cassius Clay, "if his
mama would let him," has blessed them with his presence.

Jimmy asks

Donny who's in charge, and Donny smiles and tells Jimmy to follow
him.

Donny introduces Jimmy to. Al Re_dwihe, a nice looking white guy

in his middle 30's.

Jimmy tells him he wants to learn how to box

"so he· can w)'ip Ca~sius Clay."

Redwine smiles· and asks. Jimmy if

he's willing
to get in the ring with one of his boxers.
.
•.
agr 7es, and after getting his hands'tap<c!d

Jimmy

and· donning the gloves

and headgear, he climbs awkwardly through the ropes.
Jimmy wades into the experienced boxer and surprises him with
a hard looping right hand to the jaw.

The boxer shakes it off,

recovers quickly, and catches Jimmy with two or three good jabs.
Jimmy catches the guy with a low blow to the gut.

Despite his

parents' attempts to raise Jimmy differently, he has been in his
share of street fights and he's good with his fist.s .• But he doesn't
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know how to box, and there's a big difference between street
fighting and boxing.

After the low blow, the experienced boxer

moves in on Jimmy and' sends him to the canvas with a beautiful
combination.

The other fighters have gathered around to watch.

Donny is yelling at Jimmy to get up.
opponent yelling wildly.

Jimmy gets up and runs at his

He takes three or four punches and then

catches the experienced fighter with a brutal right hand that sends
him clear out of the ring.

The fight is over.

Redwine is impressed!

Redwine tells Jimmy he thinks he could be a pretty good fighter
if he will come to the gym and train hard.

But he tells him it will

be some time before he's ready to fight Cassius Clay.

Jimmy has

made up his mind, he's going to learn how to fight • . • even if it
means going against his parents.

He decides he'll see how long he

can sneak to the gym with?ut•his par 7nts ·knowing about it.
We see a montage of shots of Jimmy in the gym indicating the
passage of several weeks.
We see Jimmy entering the house late in the evening.
and has

a ·"mouse"

He is late

under his eye frolJl .a. sparring match in the gym.

The family is eating supper at the kitchen table, and Jimmy sits down
trying to conceal the injured eye, but his mother·notices.

She begins

to scold him for coming in later and later every night, and she
accuses him of running with the gangs and getting into fights.

Jimmy

den~es that he's been street fighting, and his mother questions him
about his hurt eye.

The gig is up, so he blurts out that he has been

going to the gym and "learning how to box."

And he tells his mother
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and father that he is "going to keep going to the gym no matter what
they say!"

He runs to his room, slams the door, and stretches out

on his bed in the dark.
enters.

In a few minutes, his father knocks and

He sits on the edge of the bed and tells Jimmy that if

boxing is that important to him. they won't stand in his way.
The scene dissolves to Jimmy standing in the yard of a modest
little home.

A pretty young girl named Mary Allen sees him out the

window.and starts frantically combing her hair and putting on makeup.
She's obviously fixing up for Jimmy, but when she walks outside
acts as if she didn't know he was there.

she

Jimmy pretends to be

looking for her brother, but he is glad when Mary says he's not home.
He asks Mary if she wants to shoot some basketball, and they start
~hooting baskets on the rickety goal attached to Mary's garage.

She

asks him about his injt\red eye, and, he tells her the story of how he
is learning to box and how he is going to whip Cassius Clay.

She

just laughs at him but agreE\S to come.to the fight, if and when it
every takes place.
We ·see Jimmy sparring in the gym.
with ease.

He is handling his opponent

Redwine towels him off and tells Jimmy he thinks he is

ready for his first official amateur fight.

Jimmy tells him he

wants to fight Cassius Clay, and Redwine tries to argue with him
that he is not ready for Clay.

But Jimmy is so insistent he finally

agrees to try to ''.arrange it."
The scene is Columbia Gym where Cassius Clay trains.

Cassius

is clowning in the ring and trainer. Joe Martin. is yelling at him
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to get serious.

Jimmy's trainer walks in and approaches Martin.

He

tells Clay's trainer about "his boy" and asks him to arrange a fight
on "Tomorrow's Champions."

Martin doesn't think Jimmy is ready for

Clay either but reluctantly agrees to set up a fight on the local
television show.
The day of the fight between Jimmy and Cassius Clay has finally
arrived.

Jimmy is heading for the television studio where "Tomorrow's

Champions" is televised, riding double on his friend -Donny Hall's
bicycle.

He is clutching a pair of ragged trunks, the closest thing

he owns to a pair of bo:<j_ng trunks.

His dream is coming true!

He's

going to get his chance to prove he can whip that "bigmouth Cassius
Clay."

They ride by a public pool, and there standing up against

the fence, watching the swimmers, is Clay.
but Donny has fought J:i-im.- ;,_nd knows him well.
stop.

Jimmy has never met him,
They ride over and

Clay speaks to Donny, ignoring --~he skinny kid on the back of

the -bike.

Donny a.sks Clay who he's go'ing to fight .today, and Clay

says he doesn't know, but it's just some chump.
and he and Donny· ria~ off.

Jimmy just smiles

When
Clay--arrives
at the studio for the
.
.'

weigh in, he's shocked when he finds put the skinny kid on the'back
of Donny's bicycle is his opponent~
too thin.

But it's not to be.

Jimmy is

He can't make the weight and the fight is called off.

Jimmy and Cassius walk outside together and sit on the curb looking
very dejected.
fight.Clay.

Jimmy has been working very hard for a chance to

Cassius says he really needed the four dollars they paid

each fighter to box on the television show.

He berates Jimmy for
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being so skinny, and Jimmy tells Clay he is "too big for his age."
Clay gets up and walks off.
lives will be intertwined.

Neither has any idea how closely their
As ·clay walks off, he mumbles, "Man, I

needed that four bucks".
The camera dissolves back to the present and the Houston
Astrodome and the.Muhammad Ali (formerly Cassius Clay) Jimmy Ellis
fight.

The announcer is saying, "The bell for round one has sounded,

and the first professional fight between these two former heavyweight champions of the world is under way.
going to be a pretty good payday for both.

Whoever wins it, it's
Ellis will receive

$250,000 for his night's work •• · .Ali's share of the purse is a half
million."

The first round is uneventful as the two fighters feel each
other out.

They ·exchange blows, and then clinch on the ropes.

Jimmy puts his mouth to Ali's ear and tells him he has been waiting
all his licfe· for this· night • . Ali says, "After' tonight, James, it's
over!"

Then Ali shoves him away and stings Jimmy. with a hard left

to the jaw, . Jimmy is hurt and '(iis ,.mind, wanders back to their boyhood days in Louisville.
It's the weekly telecast of "Tomorrow's Champions", several
months after their first fight was cancelled because Jimmy could
not make the weight.

Jimmy is finally getting his chance against

Cassius Clay, but his dream has turned into a nightmare.
takes a terrible beating.

Jimmy

He stays on his feet for the entire·

three rounds but Clay humilitates him.
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After the fight, a very depressed Jimmy walks Mary home.

His

main reason for going to the gym and learning to box, all the hard
training, was to beat Clay, and he failed.
. b oxing.
to quit

He tells Mary he is going

Mary encourages h"1.m to k eep on • • ." to get more

experience and try Clay again.". Jimmy decides to work even harder.
~ext time it will be different.
We see a montage of shots of Jimmy and Cassius in amateur
fights.

.and newspaper headlines proclaiming Clay as one of the

top amateurs in the south and midwest.

Smaller headlines tell of

Jimmy's climb toward recognition as a top amateur as he wins bout
after bout.
The scene is the little Baptist Church where Jimmy's father is
preacher.

Jimmy is the featured

~ocalist with the choir.

After

the service, people are shaking Jimmy's hand and telling him how
much they enjoyed his singing.

His mother wonders out loud why a

boy with a beautiful voic_e, "a special gift from God," wants to be
a prizefighter.

As Jimmy and his family are leaving church, Jimmy's

trainer, Al Redwine, pulls up in a car and calls Jimmy over.

A

rematch with Cassius Clay is all set for Wednesday night at a VFW
Post in the county.

Jimmy looks scared but determined.

We see Jimmy running for Mary's house to tell her the day has
finally arrived.
Clay.

He is going to get a second chance to whip Cassius

She is excited and happy for him, and they end up taking a

walk in the city park nearby.

They are playfully chasing each other

and Jimmy knocks Mary down and falls down beside her.

Mary asks
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Jimmy why he has never tried to kiss her.
and begins to get carried away.

Jilllllly awkardly kisses her

Mary sits up quickly and suggests

he borrow a car and take her to the drive-in movie.

Jimmy thinks

that is a terrific idea, but Mary tells him he'll have to ask her
daddy first.

Jimmy i 7 afraid of Mary's father, but he agrees.

They

decide that Jimmy.will go borrow his cousin's car and meet Mary back
at her house.
The next scenes are comical as Jimmy runs all over town trying
to find his cousin.

He finally catches up with him and offers him

everything he owns to borrow his car.

His cousin finally agrees,

and Jimmy roars off toward Mary's house.
We see Mary pacing back and forth on her front porch wondering
what has happened to Jilllllly.

Her father is mowing the lawn, stopping

often to mop his ·brow bn this typica_lly hot and humid sullllller day in
Kentucky.

Jimmy rounds the corner in .. the old clunker of a car he

has borrowed from his· cousin, and hits a trash earl while trying to
park in front of the house. IMary hides her face in mock horror, but
fortunately· her father doesri·':t notice.

J_illlllly cli111bs out fo the car,

looking as if he's ready to face a firing squad, and Mary points to
her father mowing the lawn.

Jimmy runs over. and grabs the lawn

mower, telling Mr. Allen that he'll be glad to "mow for awhile."
Mr. Allen looks amused.

He knows they are up to something, but he's

glad to get a rest from the lawn mower.

Jilllllly races to the end of

the yard and turns back, and as he pass_es Mr. Allen he yells .to him
and asks him if he can take Mary to the movie.

Mary's father tells
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Jimmy to keep on mowing and he will think about it.

Jimmy continues

to mow and the camera switches to reveal Mr. Allen sitting on the
porch drinking a glass of tea and fanning himself.

Jimmy stops and

asks him again if he can take Mary to the movie, but Mr. Allen tells
him to keep on mowing because he hasn't made up his mind yet.

Finally

Jimmy has mowed the entire lawn and collapses in exhaustion on the
ground.

Mary's father calmly walks out into the yard and stands over

the prostrate Jimmy and gives him permission.

Jimmy looks up in

defeat. He knows he's been had.
We see Jimmy and Mary at the drive-in discussing their dreams,
their hopes, their ambitions.

It's the start of a romance that will

last a lifetime . . . a life that will bring them more money than they
could ever imagine.

.a life that will take them to exciting places

all over the world.

•but a life that will also be filled with

turmoil and trouble.
It's "Fight Night" at the seedy old VFW Convention Hall in Southwest Jefferson County, considered a "Red Neck" white area.

It is so

dark, other than the relatively bright lights over the ring, you can
hardly make out the faces in the crowd.

Jimmy and Cassius stare out

the door of the dingy little backroom turned into a dressing room for
the amateur boxers.

They know the crowd is predominantly white,

except for the Blacks who are allowed in because of their connection
with amateur boxing in Louisville, and they know they are the main
attraction.

Occasionally, they hear someone shout, "Bring on those

two little niggers Clay and Ellis!"

The fight fans know that Jimmy
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and Cassius don't like each other much, and they want blood.

Clay

shakes his head and makes a remark to Jimmy that they are just like
the Christians being fed to the lions in Rome.

"We're just nigger

meat to entertain those rednecks", Clay tells Jimmy.

Jimmy knows

there is some truth in that, but he only has one thing on his mind,
and that is avenging his loss to Clay.

He thinks to himself, "If

they want blood, that I s what they are going to get."
The fans do indeed get what they want.

The first round belongs.

to Clay, but Jimmy comes on like an obsessed man in' the next two
rounds and beats Clay so badly that they are both covered with Clay's
blood.

Clay's nose is bleeding so badly in the last round

should have been stopped.

the fight

But the fans who follow amateur boxing

closely have been waiting a long time to see "that cocky nigger.
Clay"· get beat, even if it is. another ''.colored" fighter that is doing
it.

And besides, Jimmy is a "very polite colored kid whose daddy is a

preacher, and he knows his place.';'
When Jimmy is declared the winner by a unanimous decision
crowd the ring to co,1,1gratulate. him.
attention and adulation.
dressing room.
alone on a bench

fans

Jimmy ·is elated and enjoys the

He finally makes his way back to the

The smile leaves his face when he sees Clay sitting
holding an ice bag to his battered face.

His

determination to beat Clay, and the hate he has built up for the
colorful young fighter, turns to pity when he sees him beaten and
humiliated.

Jimmy walks over and sits down beside Clay.

Clay tells

him they "are a couple of dumb niggers- to get in the ring and beat
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each other's brains out to entertain a bunch of white folks." Bue
Clay tells Jimmy it's a way out of the ghetto_ and that some day
he' 11 turn pro and at least "they will pay big money to see me fight!'.
He looks at Jimmy and tells him he had better enjoy the victory
because it will be the last time anybody will ever "beat Cassius Clay
tliaC bad:"

And Clay tells Jimmy that he can tell everybody that he

whipped the Heavyweight Champion of the World when they were kids.
Jimmy smiles and telis Clay that he might be Heavyweight Champion of
the World himself some day.

Clay laughs and tells Jimmy he'll never

be big enough to be a heavyweight.

Then, as if he has just been hit

by a brainstorm, he jumps up and grabs Jimmy by the shoulders.
got an idea.

"I've

Let's bury the hatchet and be friends and train together.

I'll help you and you help me.
Middleweight Champ·."

I'll be Heavyweight. Champ and you be

He telfa. Jimmy to come over to Columbia Gym.

and they will train together.

Clays says they ".'ill "win the Golden

Gloves· in their. different wei.ght divisions. . . th~n 'fin 1;,he Nationals
• • . then win· the Olymp.ics • . :and then they will ·turn pro, and both
0

of them.will be rich aii.d.-famo~s_ii, ·Jinnny :smiles'• arid says the odds of
two little black kids from Louisville bo_th making it big are pretty
slim.

But he has decided he likes the cocky kid named Cassius -Clay.

Jimmy shakes his hartd. and tells him·he has a deal.
(Next we see scenes that establish the friendship between Jimmy
and Cassius.

We see them training together, running the

neighborhood together, Jimmy taking Mary to the show and
Cassius tagging along, etc.)
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Christmas Day, 1958 . . .

.Jimmy and Mary Allen are married in

his father's little church with his father performing the ceremony.
They are only 18 years

old.

.Cassius

Clay. is happy for his friends,

but he's worried about what marriage will do to the long range plans
he and Jimmy have made to win the National Amateur Championships and
go to the Olympics together,
Champion,

Clay

as

Jimmy

as

the Middleweight U.S.

the lightheavyweight Champion.

The Olympics

are two years away, a:long time to.Jimmy, but not to the single .
minded Clay.• He is so dedicated to ·his goal that he seldom dates
girls.
boxing.

He has no time for anything but finishing high school and
Jimmy and Mary can't afford a honeymoon

so they immediately

settle down in the "West End", Louisville's Black Ghetto.

Cassius

visits them only a few days after the wedding and expresses his
concern over Jimmy's boxing. career.
to keep training and fighting.

Jimmy assures him that he plans

He tells Clay he is going to work full

time on his construction job to support Mary, but he plans to train
at night and on weekends.
stand in Jimmy's way.

Mary assures Cassius that she will not

Cassius is not convinced that Jimmy can handle

a marriage and train hard enough to get to the Olympics in 1960.
We see a montage of shots that take us through the next year.
Included are scenes of Jimmy and Cassius training and sparring in
the gym with ."supered" headlines reading: CLAY WINS GOLDEN GLOVES
TITLE."

A smaller headline proclaims: "MIDDLEWEIGHT ELLIS IMPRESSIVE

IN GOLDEN GLOVES WIN."

We see Jimmy and Cassius at the hospital

visiti.ng Mary who has given birth to The Ellis' first child.

Over

Fight Scenes - "Supered" headlines proclaim: "Clay wins National Title
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- Will Represent U.S. in Olympics."
Defeated in Finals."
to the Olympics.

A smaller caption reads: "Ellis

The dream has been shattered, Cassius will go

Jimmy will stay home.

We see Jimmy at home with Mary.

Mary is holding the baby and

they are watching Cassius fight for the Olympic Gold Medal.

Clay

wins and there is much'~oopla." A dejeated Jimmy turns off the
television set.

Mary tells him '.'he should be happy for

Cash."

Jimmy tells her he is happy_ but that he should be there with him.
Mary looks concerned.· She wonders if Jimmy blames she and the
baby, and the fact that he has had to work a full time job to support
his family, for his failure to make the Olympic Boxing team.
Cassius Clay arrives at the Louisville airport to a hero's
welcome, his Olympic Gold Medal around his neck.
in the crowd, unno"ticed·.

Jimmy is standing

He has' sneaked off from work to see his

friend's homecoming celebration and is dressed in dirty work clothes
and a· hard hat. . Cassius spots Jimmy and insists'· that he ride with
him in the limousine the city_has provided.

As they ride along,

Clay tells· Jimmy
is· .going to .. turn pro. He sictys the "experts"·
. . that-he_
' .
are saying that he has a chance to become "the youngest Heavyweight
Champion in history."

He tells Jimmy that a group of Louisville

millionaires are going to handle his career and give him $10,000
in advance to buy a nice car and fix up his mother and daddy's house.
He suggests that Jimmy become his sparring partner_ and train with
him.

Jimmy says that he is too small to spar with the heavier Clay.

Cassius, although younger,- is two inches taller and much heavier
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than Jimmy.

Jimmy tells Clay that he can't leave Louisville because

he has to keep his construction job to support his family.
he is going to turn pro as a middleweight

He says

but fight out of Louisville.

The scene dissolves to a man driving up to Jimmy's little house.
He knocks on the door and Jimmy answers.
Mersky is a local fight trainer.

He tells Jimmy that he can get him

good fights "right here in Louisville."
Mersky

The man is Ron Mersky.

Jimmy agrees to fight for

and they shake hands.

We see Jimmy driving up in front of the gym in his old truck.
He gets out and walks toward the door still dressed in his work
clothes and hard hat, covered with dust.

He has put in ten hours

of hard labor and now must train for two hours before going home.
Mersky meets him at the door and tells him to hurry up and get in
his gear because they have a lot of work to do.

Then Mersky

tells Jimmy that he has a fight lined up for Jimmy with Reuben
"Hurricane" Carter, one of the top middleweight contenders.
fight will be in Madison Square garden.

The

Jimmy's share of the purse

will be only $2,000, but it's a chance for national recognition.
The scene switches to the office of Jimmy's boss.

Jimmy is

seated across the desk from the tough, but kindly, owner of a small
construction company.

Jimmy asks. him for a six week leave of

absence to "really get in shape" for the Carter fight.

The boss

agrees, but tells Jimmy that "it is the last time . . . that he expects
Jimmy to decide when he gets back whether he is a fighter or a
construction worker."
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We see Mary at home.
sick.

It is three in the morning.

The baby is

Jimmy walks in and tells Mary he will hold the sick child.

Mary tells Jimmy that he must get some sleep since he is flying to
New York to train the last three days before the Carter fight.

Jimmy

ignores her.
The scene dissolves to an airplane leaving Louisville for New
York.

Mary watches the plane fly out of sight looking concerned,
We see Jimmy training in a New York gym.

around and they remark that he looks sluggish.

A few reporters are
Mersky, his trainer,

notices it also.

He tells Jimmy to go to the dressing room, and he

joins him there.

Jimmy has caught a virus from his baby and is

running a fever, but he swears to Mersky he is alright.
The scene switches to the weigh-in.

The doctor takes Jimmy to

another room, takes his temperature, and informs him that he has a
temperature of 102

and that the fight must be postponed.

Jimmy tells

him that he needs the money badly for his family, and the doctor
agrees to let the fight go on.
The scene switches to the fight, and Jimmy, still sick and
feverish, takes a beating from Carter.

In the locker roomMersky·

informs him that his share of the purse has been cut in half

because

there were some people who had to be "paid off."

Jimmy is angry and

tells Mersky that he won't fight for him again.

As Jimmy is leaving

the Garden, two well dressed
him.

but unsavory looking characters approach

Jimmy knows who they are.

They work for the mob.

The two

gangsters tell him that "the bosses" like him and want to sign him.
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Jimmy, still deeply religious, has tried to stay away from the mob.
but he is getting desperate.

He has just lost a fight, has fired his

Manager/Trainer, and has barely enough money to get back to Louisville.
They tell him he can make money when he is not training by working
with a "hot car" ring out of St. Louis.
him

television' fights.

They also promise to get

Jimmy agrees to talk to the mob bosses.

The scene switches to Cassius Clay's training camp.
getting a rubdown.

He is

As he lies on the table he reads of Jimmy's loss

to Carter and frowns in concern for his friend.
We are back in Louisville at Jimmy's little house.
5 in the morning

and Jimmy is packing a suitcase.

It is around

Mary pleads with

him to listen to her, but he tells her the mob is sending a man to
pick him up at 5:30 to take him to St. Louis.

Mary starts crying,

and tells Jimmy that it is not worth it, that he has "always been
honest and decent." She begs him not to get involved with the mob.
Just then

a car blows its horn out front.

and walks out of the bedroom.
falls on the bed crying.
hears the front door open
room.

It's Jimmy.

Jimmy closes the suitcase

Mary hears the front door slam

and

She hears the car drive off, but then she
and hears footsteps approaching the bed-

He has sent the mobster away.

We are back in the office of Jimmy's construction boss.
tells him he is through with "the fight game".

Jimmy

His boss tells him to

report to work Monday morning.
We see Mary trying to get dinner on the table.

There are two

children now and it is a chaotic situation as Mary tries to take care
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of the kids and cook dinner.
tired,

Jimmy comes in from work, dirty and

The house is a mess and the kids are noisy.

Jimmy sits down

at the kitchen table,. yells at the oldest child and begins to berate
Mary for not keeping the house straight.

She snaps back that she

doesn't have a full time house-keeper like "Cash's wife."

Jimmy

takes this as a personal affront that his friend Cassius Clay has
been successful and he hasn't.

He sweeps his plate of food off the

table and stalks out.
Mary enters the tiny living room.
starring into space.
she said."
space.

Jimmy is sitting in the dark

Mary tells him she "didn't mean nuthin by what

Jimmy doesn't answer.

He just continues to stare into

Mary goes to the kitchen and takes a piece of stationary and

writes the following message:
11

Dear Cash, 11

Help!

LoVe,
Mary
She addresses
the letter·to.Cassius
Clay, c/o Angelo
Dundee, Miami,
.,
'
.
',;

Florida.
It's about 10 days later. Jimmy is brooding in front of the TV
in the living room.

Mary is sewing.

She hears the sound of a car

stopping out front, ~nd then a knock at the door.
and in walk Angelo Dundee and .•••• Cassius!

She opens the door

They greet Mary warmly

and then Dundee goes over to Jimmy and orders him to "go pack his
suitcase!"

Jimmy looks surprised and asks why?

Dundee tells him
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he's a fighter and he should be fighting.
with him.

He offers Jimmy a contract

Clay sits down beside Jimmy and tells him he can spar with

him, that he can fight .the "preliminaries" before his main events,
that they can be together again like they planned.

Jimmy tells him

that he can I t do it... "that he is a family man with responsibilities."
Mary tells Jimmy that she and the kids can't be happy unless he's
happy•

She tells him to "go to ~!iami with Mr. Dundee and Cash."

Jimmy embraces Mary, and then turns and gives Cassius a bear hug.
They hug and jump around as they did when they were kids.
We see a montage of headlines and television reports on the
young Heavyweight phenomenon •.•• "The Louisville Lip" •••• Cassius Clay.
We hear Cassius spouting his poetry, and predicting the round in
which his opponent will fall.
phone call.

We see Jimmy and Clay waiting for a

The phone rings and· Jimmy gets word that he has another

daughter!
We also see a stranger, a Biack man Jimmy doesn't know, enter
the gym.

Ali greets him, and ~hey talk.

where he has seen .hi~ before..

Jimmy tries to figure out

W.e. hear a television report that

Cassius Clay will fight Sonny Liston

for the Heavyweight Championship!

The scene is Clay's training camp.
to watch Cassius spar with Jimmy.

A large crowd has gathered

Jimmy has matured into a light-

heavyweight by now, and is a formidable opponent.
rivalry is still there ..•• stronger than ever!

And the sibling

Clay is showing off,

and he begins to pat Jimmy's behind in the clinches, as he did to
Jimmy's friend Donny Hall, and to Jimmy,.in their first amateur fight.
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Jimmy gets angry and catches Ali with a flury of punches.
retaliates with a jarring blow to Jimmy's eye.

Ali

Jimmy's eye

immediately begins to swell up like a goose egg.

Enraged, Jimmy

goes after Ali, gets him into the ropes, and delivers a devastating
body punch which doubles up Clay and sends him to the canvas.
Cassius pretends he was clowning
hurt.

and convinces the crowd he isn't

Angelo Dundee knows better

hustles him to the dressing room.
the door is shut

and stops the sparring and
Ali collapses in pain as soon as

and Dundee yells to a remorseful and concerned

looking Jimmy to "call the doctor."
We see the Doctor taping Clay

and informing Dundee that the

championship fight with Liston will have to be postponed.

Dundee

screams at Cassius and Jimmy for being so dumb and tells them they
have to get over their stupid "little boy rivalry."

Clay answers

mildly, but firmly, that the fight will go on -"broken ribs or not."
He says nobody is going to take away the chance on which he has waited
a lifetime.

Jimmy, his eye swollen and discolored, looks concerned.

As he turns to leave, he meets a m~n coming in.
other reason for Jimmy's concern.

The man is the

He has been hanging around the

training camp with Cassius and spending long hours with him in his
hotel room.

In fact, "Cash" hasn't had much time for Jimmy.

suddenly realizes who the man is.

Jimmy

His mouth opens in shock and he

mutters to himself, "Malcom X."
The scene is the Clay-Liston fight in Miami.
answer the bell in the seventh round.

Liston fails to

The colorful young fighter
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from Louisville is the New Heavyweight Champion of the World!

No

one, except Clay's camp,know that Clay was fighting with two broken
ribs

inflicted by Jimmy, and no one will ever know.

surrounded by reporters.

Cassius is

He screams and yells like a crazy man

announces that he is no longer Cassius Clay.

and

He screams that he is

a Black Muslim .•.• a follower of Elijah Muhammad who has given him the
name of Muhammad Ali!

Jimmy looks on. shocked and saddened.

Part of

the boyhood dream he and his best friend shared has come true.

But

Jimmy is shocked that his friend has not confided in him, and sad
that "Cash" has denounced Christianity and taken a Muslim name.
We see more scenes of Ali winning fights, predicting the rounds
and spouting poetry, interspersed with scenes of Jimmy winning
preliminaries.
in Miami.

Then the scene switches to Dundee's training facility

Ali is not around, but Jimmy is working the speed bag as

a group of Ali's Muslim hangers-on watch.
and one grabs the bag and stops it.
doesn't want you around anymore.

They gather around Jimmy

They tell Jimmy that "Ali

Pack your bags and get out!"

Jimmy glares silently, then hits the bag hard and walks out.
We see Jimmy at home in Louisville playing with his kids in the
yard when an airport limo pulls up in front of the house.
out of the back and immediately starts yelling at Jimmy.
just heard what happened,
had said such a thing.

Ali jumps
He has

He asks Jimmy how he could believe he

He pleads with Jimmy to come back ... promising

that things are going to be different.
Ali and Jimmy enter Dundee's gym.

Most of the Muslim hangers-on
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are there.
Muslims.

Ali puts his arm .around Jinnny and they approach the
Ali tells them in a quiet but angry tone that Jinnny is his
fl

best friend •.• as close as a brother.
"stay off Jinnny' s back!."
his (Ali's) hotel suite.

II

He tells them that they are to

He then tells Jinnny to move his bags into
He says he wants Jinnny to live with him

while he trains for his next fight.
We see Jinnny and Ali training together, laughing together,
horsing around, playing practical jokes on each other back in the
hotel suite, as if they have been able to turn back the clock and
they are boys in Louisville once again.
crowds mob Ali

But when they are in public,

and he innnediately goes into his.routine, his act,

playing the "Louisville Lip," the ·character he has invented to make
himself the '.'most famous Champion of all time."

Jinnny is always

pushed in the background, :goi,:ig unnoticed as Ali receives adulation.
In fact, ·Jinnny is seldom recognized

in,_spite of the fact

that he is

now a hea~eigh't i'nd is ;one of the top 'ten contenders for his friend's
crown.

Many ·experts had encouraged Jinnny to stay.a·light-heavyweight

saying .he,.:, ·could
be' th~ . greatest light',heayy.
in·history,
'
'
desire to compete with his. friend is still there.

but his

He has not overcome

the "little boy rivalry" of which Dundee has warned.

It hurts Jinnny

that he doesn't get much attention, that he is still living in Ali's
shadow, but he is also concerned about his friend.

More and more of

Ali's rhetoric is filled with what might be interpreted as "hate for
the white man."

Aii is becoming more and more militant, and becoming

more and more involved in the Civil Rights Movement.

Jinnny supports
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his race's fight for equality, but he thinks it is better to work for
equality quietly, behind the scenes, especially in a business where
the support of the white establishment and the public is so important.
Jimmy is concerned about what Ali's mili~ancy will do to the Champ's
career.

And then it happens.

The Headlines scream: "Ali refuses

Induction Into The Army."
We see other Headlines about Ali's trouble with the draft board.
Then a headline announces he has been convicted of "Draft Evasion."
The scene switches to a press conference where The WBA
Commissioner is announcing that Ali has been stripped of his heavyweight crown

and will be barred from boxing.

We switch to Louisville where Jimmy is enjoying a stay with his.
family between fights.,. Jimmy, Mary, and the kids have been to a
local amusement park

and are on their way home.

He hears the news

of Ali's ban from·boxing.on the car radio.• The.annouricei says that
an elimination
tournament wil~ be held among the top ten contenders
•'
to decide, who will ,be th\! _new champion ..
Jimmy is upset for his friend, but then gets a rush of elation.
This could be his chance!

He could win the tournament and become

Heavyweight Champion, the same title Ali held!

When he gets home,

he runs to the phone and tries to call Ali to give him moral support
but fails to reach him.

Then he calls Angelo Dundee and tells him to

make sure he is included in the elimination tournament to decide a
new champion.
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The scene switches to Jimmy's first bout in the elimination
tournament.

We see Jimmy win over Leotis Martin; then we see him

beat Oscar Bonavena.

We see Jimmy getting the love and adulation of

the fans he has always longed for.
Quarry.

Then we see Jimmy beat Jerry

The hard climb is over, the dream has been realized.

is WBA Heavyweight Champion of the World!
cover of Sports Illustrated.

Jimmy

His picture is on the

Ali is no longer fighting.

Jimmy has

escaped from Ali's shadow at last.
The scene switches to Jimmy arriving at the Louisville Airport.
A large crowd has gathered to welcome their new Champion home.

Jimmy

thinks back to the· time when Ali arrived home from the Olympics to a
hero's welcome

and he stood unnoticed in the crowd.

Jimmy fights

his way through the crowd to the waiting arms of Mary and the kids.
This time the limousine supplied by the city is waiting for him!

He

slips the driver an address and whispers to him to take them there.
Unknown to Mary, Jimmy has closed a deal for a new home in a fashionable upper middle class section of Louisville.

Mary is confused when

the driver takes them east rather than west into the Black Ghetto.
Jimmy tells her he wants to show her something.

Then they pull up

in front of the large two story brick home with white columns,
is more confused.

Mary

Jimmy grabs her arm and takes her in the house and

starts showing her around.

Then he tells her it is hers ... "ours, a

real home for us and the kids."

They have escaped the ghetto.

We see Jimmy successfully defending his crown in Sweden by
beating his boyhood idol, Floyd Patterson, in a bloody battle.

He
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has really arrived!

But when he gets back to New York, he reads

article after article saying that he is .only a "pretender" to the
throne .•. that he will never be considered a real champion until he
beats Ali.

He is still living in the shadow of his friend.

The scene switches to a Miami Courtroom where Ali has just been
sentenced to 30 days in the workhouse for a traffic violation.
see Ali led from the courtroom

and taken to a cell.

We

The jailer

hands him a newspaper before the cell. door clanks shut, and Ali sits
on the cot in the bare cell and opens the paper.

There is a picture

of "WBA Heavyweight Champion, Jimmy Ellis" preparing for his fight
with Joe Frazier who holds the WBC crown.
across the cell.

Ali throws the paper

This is his best friend who would never have been

able to fight without his help.

Now he is in jail, and Jimmy has

ignored him .•• "has not lifte,d a: finger to help me."

Ali is facing

a long prison sentence and cannot do the ?ne thing he knows how to
do ••• fight, "and Jj,mmy has turned his back on me."··
The scene switches to Las Vegas where we see Jimmy enjoying a
fancy·meal ' surrounded by Movie Stars.
~

•'

Jimmy's
ego is'inflated
.
'

and

he is really lost in himself, enjoying his fame.
We see Ali being released from jail.

The reporters are waiting,

and he is asked who he thinks will win the Ellis-Frazier fight.

Ali

tells them he hopes Frazier wins because Jimmy is nothing but his
"ex-sparring partner" who has turned his back on him.
Jimmy reads what Ali said about him at his training camp, and is
hurt and angry.

Sure, he hasn't seen much of Ali, but he's been busy
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training
help.

and making personal appearances

Besides, Ali had his glory.

and Ali never asked for his

Now it is his turn.

He knows that

if Ali comes ar9und, Ali will still get more attention than he does.
Jimmy tells his people to get more attornies to work on helping
Ali get

a license

somewhere so he can fight him.

He says he doesn't

care what it costs. We are at the Ellis-Frazier fight.

There is a long shot of the

ring, and we see Jimmy being helped to the dressing room as the Ring
announcer says over the cheering crowd, "The undisputed Heavyweight
Champion of the World, Joe Frazier."

In the dressing room Jimmy

tells Mary that he has failed ••• that he wanted to stay champion long
enough to fight Ali ... to settle the score.

It's one and one.

beat Jimmy once ..• Jimmy beat Ali once when they were amateurs.

Ali
He

wanted to prove he. was···better. than Ali . once and for all. •• as
professionals ••• for the Heavyweight Championship of The World!

Mary

tells him.it is time to forget Ali •.• to quit living his life to
prove he is better than his once best friend.

A.determined Jimmy

says "no,"
. . he is going' to train harder than ever, win the crown
back, and work hard to get Ali a license somewhere .so they can fight.
Jimmy has become obsessed with proving he can "beat Muhammad Ali."
We see the skyline of Atlanta, Georgia and then the scene moves
inside a hotel where a state official, flanked by Ali and Joe
Bugner, is announcing that Ali has been granted a license in Georgia
to fight Bugner.

The long ordeal is over.

Ali is ready to attempt

another climb to the top after a three year layoff.
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Jimmy is skipping rope in Dundee's Gym in Florida.
swings open and Ali walks in with his entourage.
gym cheer and run to greet him.

The door

The people in the

Ali and Jimmy glare at each other.

Jimmy finally points a fist at Ali and screams, "We gonna fight man.
It's one and one.

We gonna fight and settle it once and for all."

Ali looks- at Jimmy, and says, "O.K. Jimmy ... we fight. .. but I'm too
good for you Jimmy.
Jimmy."

I've always been better.

You can't beat me

Jimmy tells Ali that if he loses, "I will crawl across the

ring and kiss your feet, Ali!"
The scene dissolves back to the present, back to the Houston
Astrodome.

We see Jimmy take a vicious right to the head from Ali.

He falls into the ropes, but is saved by the bell.

Jimmy stumbles

to his corner, and his corner-man tells him the sixth round is coming
up ••. "to stay away from Ali and go to work!"
The bells rings and Ali moves in fast on Jimmy.
quick jab into Jimmy's face and then moves away.

He flicks his

Jimmy feels as if

a piece of his face is gone aith every stinging Ali jab.

Jimmy tries

to throw his sneaky right hand over the top of an Ali hook but
misses, and a combination by Ali hurts Jimmy again.
holds on.

He grabs Ali and

Ali clinches Jimmy back and puts his mouth to Jimmy's ear.

He shouts over the roar of the crowd, "Go down Jimmy, I don't want to
hurt you."

Jimmy screams, "no!"

He shoves Ali back violently and

then catches him with a devastating body blow and a right to the
head.

Ali is hurt

but the bell rings.

Ali always recovered quickly when a fighter had him on "queer
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street," and this fight is no exception.
rounds

he beats Jimmy badly.

Through the next five

Ali is subconciously avoiding putting

his boyhood friend away, but he gives the impression he is punishing
Jimmy.

In the twelfth round, Jimmy is defenseless in the ropes, and

the referee stops the fight.
long competition is over.

Ali is the winner by a TKO.

The life-

It has been decided.

The ring is immediately jammed with well-wishers who rush Ali to
congratulate him.

As the ring announcer tells the crowd, "The Winner

by a TKO in the 12th round, Muhammad Ali," Jimmy's trainer works on
him in the corner.

Jimmy regains his senses, and remembers telling

Ali, "if you beat me, I'll crawl across the ring and kiss your feet!"
He sees Ali through the crowd in the ring, his arms raised high over
his head.

Jimmy drops to his knees and begins to crawl.

Ali spots Jimmy on all fours
said.

and also remembers what Jimmy had

The sight of his boyhood friend and lifetime companion,

battered and beaten, and ready to humiliate
can bear.

himself, is more than he

He bursts into tears and starts fighting his way through

the people toward Jimmy.

He reaches Jimmy and pulls him to his feet.

With tears streaming down his face, he says, "Jimmy, you don't hafta
crawl to me, I love you!
hafta crawl to nobody.

Don't you understand Jimmy, you don't
We did it, Jimmy!

Two little black kids

from Louisville and we both became Heavyweight Champion of The
World!

We don't hafta crawl to nobody!"

Jimmy looks into the face of his friend.

He begins to sob, and

Ali hugs him tightly and begins to cry again, softly, as he holds
his friend.
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INT. HOUSTON ASTRODOME-RINGSIDE
1.

LONG SHOT (establishing) - Houston Astrodome and crowd.

2.

MEDIUM SHOT - A TELEVISION ANNOUNCER, seated ringside.

is

wearing

He

large headphones and talking rapidly in the mike.
ANNOUNCER
(excitedly)

The crowd is anxiously awaiting the arrival in the ring of two
former Heavyweight Champions.

Why so much interest in a fight

between two former champions?

Because one of the fighters is none

other than "The Louisville Lip" .•• "The Greatest." ..• Muhammad Ali ...
the most colorful, controversial fighter in history!

Ali has finally

returned to the ring after a long layoff .•. after being stripped of
his crown and livelihood for refusing induction into the armed
services.

3. . MEDIUM LONG -~HOT - MUHAMMAD ALI.
room.

He is waiting in his dressing

Ali mugs for· the camera as· the announcer continues to talk.

ANNOUNCER
This will be Ali's fourth fight since returning to the ring.
the first two, but in his last appearance

He won

he lost a brusing battle

to Joe Frazier, the man who claimed a portion of the title that was
taken away from him.
4.

MEDIUM CU - JIMMY ELLIS.

table in his dressing room.

He is sitting quietly on a trainer's
His hands are taped and he looks as if

his mind is a thousand miles away.

We still hear the Announcer's
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voice.

ANNOUNCER
(calm and deliberately)
The man he is fighting tonight claimed the.other chunk of the title
when Ali was sent into exile.

Jimmy Ellis won the elimination

tournament to name Ali's successor to the WBA Crown, and lost it to
Frazier two years later.
5.

MEDIUM SHOT OF ANNOUNCER, ringside.
ANNOUNCER
(seriously)

If Ali loses this fight, his comeback will be over.
expects Ellis to be a serious threat.

No one, however,

The main interest here

tonight, folks, is to see if Ali has regained his speed, his grace, his
uncanny ability to put away his oppenents at will.
6.

LONG SHOT of·c~owd watching as"Jimmy Ellis starts down the aisle

for the ring.

Some applaud politely,. some "Boo", some watch the aisle

for the appearance; of :A_li •. The Announcer continues his spiel.

ANNOUNCER
(excitedly)
We see Ellis on his way to the ring now.
this story.

There is another side to

Ellis is Ali's former sparring partner.

that for which he is best known.

In fact, it is

But how many of you know that the

two have been friends since boyhood days in Louisville, Kentucky?
Or perhaps I should say

former

friends as it is now reported that

there is "bad blood" between the two.

In fact, I have been told by
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insiders that the two ex-champions are bitter enemies.

It could be

a bloody and brutal battle, and I'm betting Jimmy Ellis will be on
the receiving end.
LONG SHOT - JIMMY ELLIS.

He climbs through the ropes and dances

around the ring with his arms raised above his head.

His appearance

in the ring generates little excitment.
7.

LONG SHOT of the crowd as they come to their feet roaring their

approval.

Then a MEDIUM SHOT of Ali making his way through a cheering

throng as his entourage clears the way.
8.

MEDIUM SHOT reveals Jimmy watching the scene from the ring as

the crowd chants, "Ali! Ali! Ali!"
9.

CU of Jimmy's face.

As he watches Ali receiving the adulation of

the crowd, his mind carries him back to another fight years ago.
DISSOLVE
10.

MEDIUM SHOT of a teenage Jimmy Ellis.

He is seated ringside in

a small television studio in Louisville that has been turned into a
boxing arena for a local show called "Tomorrow's Champions," a
weekly program that features the best amateur boxers in the city.
11.

MEDIUM SHOT of ring and two young Boxers engaged in battle.

12.

CU of Television monitor in control room.

ANNOUNCER
Young Cassius Clay is proving again that he is one of Louisville's
most promising young amateurs.
a lesson in boxing.

He is giving his opponent, Donny Hall,
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13.

MEDIUM SHOT of Clay as he hits Hall with a savage combination.

Hall grabs Clay to keep from going down and Clay arrogantly pats
his outclassed opponent on the rear end.
14.

CU of Jimmy Ellis sliding down in his seat, covering his face.

Then he sits up and yells.

ELLIS
(screaming angrily)
Come on Donny,

Don't let that hot-dog do that to you!

15.

CU of Hall taking punch squarely on the chim.

16.

MEDIUM LONG SHOT of Jimmy in the crowd.

He is the only one who

is not cheering.
ELLIS
(disgustedly)
Auugh, Man!
17.

MEDifill LONG SHOT of referee stopping the fight and helping Hall

to his corner.

As Clay dances around the ring the camera picks up a

LONG SHOT of a disgusted Jimmy Ellis leaving his chair.
18.

EXT.-SIDE DOOR OF TV STATION-NIGHT.

friend Donny Hall.

The camera picks up Hall coming through the door.

He eye is swollen and his lip is cut.
falls in beside him.

Jimmy Ellis waits for his

He starts walking and Jimmy

They walk for about 5 seconds before speaking,

ELLIS
(dejectedly)
Man, you let that Bigmouth clean your clock.
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HALL
(Touch of Anger)
You think you could do any better, James?

ELLIS
(Touch of Anger)
I wouldn't let that cocky Clay whup my· ass and then pat it!

HALL
(embarrassed)
You candy ass, you won't even fight, and you gonna tell me how you
gonna whip Clay's tail?

ELLIS
(angrily)
I could Beat that hot-dog, and I'd prove it to you, _if my mama would
let me come to t~e gym.

· HALL
(sarcastically)
You one tough little nigger, James. ,/"I.:;;- whip Cass'ius Clay's butt
if my mama would let me!"
Donny stops and points a threatening finger at Jimmy.
If you so tough, James, why don't you come to the gym and prove
it.

Hall spins and walks off from Jimmy as Jimmy yells at his back.
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JIMMY
(screaming)
I'll show you Hall.
show you!

I'll whip your butt and that cocky Clay's.

You ain't so "bad" Hall.

I

Let that guy beat you and make

you look like some sissy fag, man!
Donny Hall disappears from sight and Jimmy turns up an alley to take
a short-cut home.

EXT.-RICKETY LITTLE WOOD FRAME HOME-NIGHT
MEDIUM SHOT - JIMMY.

He walks into the picture, up the steps and goes

inside.
INT.-THE ELLIS HOME.
MEDIUM SHOT - JIMMY.

He comes through the door and into the living

room where his mother and father are seated.

REV. HALTER HENRY ELLIS
(Jimmy's father)
Saw the fight.

Is Donny O.K.?

JIMMY
(sarcastically)
If I were that fag, I wouldn't show my face again.

Let some cocky

little punk who's younger than him whip his butt!

MRS. ELIZABETH .ELLIS
(Jimmy's mother - upset)
James, that aint no way for a Baptist Preacher's son to talk!

I tell
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you Dad, we gotta get these kids out of this neighborhood.

They all

gonna end up in prison.

JIMMY
(angrily)
Well, least they let me box in prison, Mama, and the dudes on the
street wouldn't call me no "candy-ass" anymore.

I. .....

MRS. ELLIS
(interrupting)
That's enough James.

I won't stand for that language in this house,

and I won't have my son hanging around no boxing gym.

Is that

understood?
Jimmy looks at his mother in defeat and anger.
and slams the dooi.
asleep.

He goes to his roo~

He falls on·the be~ fully clothed, and soon he's

He dreams-of standing in the middle of a boxing ring.

The

referee is ra,j.sing ·his hand as the annquncer proclai1!1s, "The New
Heavyweight Champion of--,the World, James Ellis!"

EXT.-OLD WOODEN BUILDING IN SLUMS-SIGN SAYS "EAST END BOXING CLUB. 11 DAY
19.

LONG SHOT of the outside of the building as Jimmy walks up to the

door and hesitates before going in.
enters.

INT. GYM·- DAY

He finally opens the door and

.8

20.

LONG SHOT of gym.

Young fighters are shadow boxing, skipping

rope, and two are sparring in the ring.

Jimmy stops and watches a

kid shadow boxing and begins to shadow box himself.

Unknown to

Jimmy, Donny Hall is watching with amusement across the room.

Donny

finally yells at Jimmy.

HALL
(loudly)
Well, if it aint the "bad dude" who would whip Cassius Clay i f h".s.
mamma would let him.
Jimmy ignores the taunt and walks up to Donny.

JIMMY
Who's in charge, man?

Donny smiles and motions to Jimmy with his head to follow him.
21.

CU - AL REDWINE.

Redwine, a nice looking white guy in his mid

30's who trains the kids is watching two fighters mix it up in the
ring.

The camera pulls back to catch Donny and Jimmy as they walk

up to Redwine.

HALL
Mr. Redwine.

This is my friend, James Ellis.

puny youngster.

Redwine stares at the
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JIMMY
I wanna learn how to fight.

I wanna whip that big-mouth Cassius

Clay!

REDWINE
(amused)
You willing to get in the ring with one of my boys?

JIMMY
(hesitating)
I aint never boxed for real before ... but I can take care of myself.
Redwine turns to one of his aides.

REDWINE
Tape young Ellis'. hands ·and. p~t_

a

pa'ir cif gloves on him.

Lennie, you

get in the ring. · I want you to go a few -rounds with this young
fellow.

22.

LONG SHOT - picks up other youngsters, who have been training,

gathering around the ring to watch 'the ''-Fun.'.'. J~nimy walks into the
picture and draws laughter from the spectators as he has trouble
getting through the ropes and into the ring.

He is wearing headgear

and gloves, but is still wearing his own ragged levis and dirty
tennis shoes.

The camera then picks up a closeup of the more

experienced young fighter climbing into the ring.
determined.

He looks mean and

A CU of Jimmy reveals an expression of fear.

The bell

rings and the experienced fighter moves toward Jimmy who has taken
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a few steps toward the center of the ring and is standing "flatfooted"
watching warily as the other fighter begins to circle him, dancing
and jabbing.

The more experienced amateur hits Jimmy in the face

with three or four straight jabs, snapping Jimmy's head back.

The

last punch makes Jimmy angry and he moves clumsily toward his
opponent and surprises him with a looping right to the jaw.

The

amateur shakes it off, and again begins to pound at Jimmy's head.
then sends Jimmy to his knees with a beautiful combination.
gets up and runs at 'his opponent, yelling wildly.

He

Jimmy

He takes three

or four punches and then catches the polished boxer with a right
hand that sends him clear out of the ring.

Redwine is impressed!

He

jumps in the ring, and helps Jimmy remove his gloves and headgear.

,.
REDWINE ,
(att'empting indifference)
You might have.,s<;>me potential son, if you'll ~raiI\·-hard ·a"!d listen to
what I say.' We might even get you a figh~with one of the other
rookie fighters in a couple of months.

JIMMY
(determinedly)
I don't want to fight nobody but Cassius Clay!
Redwine smiles and pats his new "find" on the back.
FADE OUT
INT. - GYM - MONTAGE of shots of Jimmy in the gym indicating the

1-1

passage of several weeks.
DISSOLVE OUT
DISSOLVE IN
INTERIOR - JIMMY'S HOUSE - NIGHT
23.

MEDIUM SHOT - THE ELLIS FAMILY.

Mr. & Mrs. Ellis and Jimmy's

two brothers are eating dinner in the kitchen.
chair at the table.

Jimmy is late,

There's an empty

We hear the door slam.

enters the kitchen and takes his place at the table.

Jimmy

He is trying

to hid a cut over his eye, but everybody notices.

MRS. ELIZABETH ELLIS
(sternly)
"You been fightin in the streets James?"

JIMMY
(meekly)
No Mama.
REV. WALTER HENRY ELLIS
(calmly but with authority)
Don't lie to your mama, James.

I suppose you ran into a door?

Jimmy jumps up from the table.
JIMMY
(almost hysterically)
I been learnin to box at the gym!
what you say!

And.I'm gonna keep going no matter
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Jimmy storms out of the kitchen, goes into his room and slams the
door.

The camera picks him up on the other side of the door as he

flings himself on the bed.

His father enters the room and sits on

the edge of the bed.

REV. ELLIS
(calmly)
"OK. James, you wanna Box!

You Box.

If it's that important to you,

You Box.

INTERIOR - MARY ALLEN'S HOUSE - DAY
24.

LONG SHOT of pretty young teenage girl cleaning house.

She is

dressed in a long man's shirt, baggy jeans, and beat up house shoes.
Her hair is disheveled and she wears no make-up.

The doorbell rings

and the camera follows her as she-runs to the window and peaks out.
At the door is James Ellis, a friend of her brother's.

Mary has a

secret crush on Jimmy and panics when she realizes who it is.

She

runs upstairs and quickly throws on a halter top and short shorts.
She then quickly combs her hair and begins putting on lipstick.

EXTERIOR - MARY'S HOUSE - DAY
25.

CU of Jimmy waiting impatiently on the porch.

He rings the

bell again, and the door slowly open to reveal a spruced up Mary.

MARY ALLEN
(indifferently)
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Oh, it's you.

What you want?

JIMMY

Where's your brother?
Mary begins closing the door as she speaks.

MARY

He aint home.
Jimmy puts his hand on the door to stop it from closing.

JIMMY

Wait, you want to shoot some baskets?

MARY

(faking annoyance)
Oh, OK.

I aint got nuthin better to do.

Mary walks quickly out the door, goes past Jimmy, jumps off the porch,
grabs a basketball and clumsily attempts to hit the basket on the
little garage.

Jimmy grabs the ball before it goes into the street,

and puts up a shot as he begins to talk.

JIMMY

Gues you know, I be a boxer now.
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MARY

From the looks of your face, I thought you was a punching bag.
Jimmy ignores her comment, and tries a fancy hook shot trying to
impress Mary.

JIMMY
You change your tune when I whup Cassius Clay.

You come to the fight?

MARY

(laughing)
You whip Cassius Clay?

I be going to your funeral, boy!

JIMMY
(confidently)
It gonna be Clay's funeral.

You gonna come?

MARY

(sarcastically)
I wouldn't miss it for nuthin, James.

INTERIOR - GYM - DAY
MEDIUM SHOT - REDWINE.

The camera follows him as he approaches the

ring where Jimmy is sparring.

Jimmy looks much more polished.

Redwine calls time and motions to Jimmy to come over.

REDWINE
I think you're ready for a real match, James.

I'm gonna line you up
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a fight with Keith Kappes.

He's only had two fights, and .•..

JIMMY
I don't wanna fight nobody but Cassius Clay!

REDWINE
You are not ready for him James.

He's the best in town ..•. let me

get you this fight and then ....•.

JIMMY
Nobody but Clay!

REDWINE
(with resignation)
OK James.

I'll see what I can do.

The camera moves in on a determined Jimmy as Redwine walks off.

INTERIOR - COLUMBIA GYM - DAY
26.

LONG SHOT - BOXING RING

The camera zooms in to reveal young Cassius Clay peppering another
young fighter with punches and then playfully taunting his opponent.
The camera picks up Clay's trainer, Joe Martin.

MARTIN
Get serious Clay!

Stick him!
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Al Redwine walks up and joins Martin.
MARTIN
(still wathcing the ring)
Hello, Al.
REDWINE
Got a promising Kid named Ellis, Joe.

Wants to fight your boy.

MARTIN
Is he ready?
REDWINE
I'm not sure, but he sure wants to fight Clay bad.
MARTIN
Is it a grudge? (yelling) Hey Clay, you know a fighter named Ellis?
CLAY
(still sparring)
Naw, and I know em all.
MARTIN
(with reservation)
OK, Al.

My boy needs a fight for "Tomorrow's Champions" two weeks

from now.
REDWINE
Thanks , Joe.
EXTERIOR - DAY - JIMMY'S HOUSE.
27.

MEDIUM SHOT - Donny Hall rides up on a bicycle and yells at
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Jimmy to hurry up.

Jimmy comes out the door clutching a pair of

raggedy swim trunks and a pair of old sneakers.

Jimmy stops and

looks at Hall tentatively.

HALL
This is the big day, James.

You and Cash.

Jump on man, it's a

long ride to the TV station.
Jimmy climbs on the bike behind Donny and Donny pedals away.
camera follows them as they pedal through the streets.

The

As they pass

a swimming pool, Hall notices a good looking young man leaning up
against the fence.

It's Cassius Clay!

Hall nudges Jimmy to look,

and then rides over.
HALL
Hey Cash, who you fightin today?
CLAY
(indifferently)
Augh, I don't know man, Some Chump!

Least I make an easy Four bucks.

Hall smiles as Jimmy does a slow burn on the back of the bike.

Hall

pedals off.
INTERIOR - TV STUDIOS - DAY
28.

MEDIUM SHOT - Clay walks through door and heads for the scales

to weigh in.

He looks shocked when he sees the skinny kid who was

on the back of Hall's bike.

The official is getting ready to weigh
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Jinnny.
OFFICIAL
Hello Cassius.

Meet your opponent, James Ellis.

Jimmy smiles at Clay, but doesn't speak.

Clay just stares at Jimmy.

The official weighs them, and then gives them bad news.

OFFICIAL
No fight today, boys.

Ellis doesn't weigh enough to fight you Clay.
CLAY
(angrily)

Why you so puny, Boy!
ELLIS
(angrily)
Why you so big for your age, Bigmouth!
Clay wheels and heads for the door.

CLAY
(under his breath)
Man, I needed that four bucks!
DISSOLVE OUT OF PAST
DISSOLVE IN TO PRESENT
INTERIOR - HOUSTON ASTRODOME - NIGHT (PRESENT)
29.

LONG SHOT - huge crowd with eyes trained on the boxing ring.

Camera picks up CU of Sportscaster.
one.

We hear the bell ring to round

1>9

SPORTSCASTER
There's the bell for round one, and the first professional 'fight
between two former Champions, Jimmy Ellis and Muhammad Ali is underway.

Whoever wins it.

It's going to be a good payday for both.

Ellis' share of the purse will be $250,000.
"MIL".
30.

Ali will pocket a half

Not bad for a night's work.

MEDIUM SHOT of Ellis and Ali as they feel each other out in,the

early seconds of the first round.

The Camera moves in for a CU as

they exchange blows and then clinch.
ELLIS
I've been waitin' all my life for this nignt, Cash.

ALI
After tonight, James.

It I s over!·

The camera pulls back as Ali shoves Jimmy.back vio~ently and then
stuns him with a hard left to the jaw.

The camera moves in for a CU

of Jimmy's face as he tries to shake off the blow.

He is hurt, and

his mind wanders· back ·to their boyhood days in· Loui·sville.
31.

CU - ANNOUNCER.

As he speaks the picture dissolves.
ANNOUNCER

Ellis is hurt!
DISSOLVE OUT
DISSOLVE IN
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INTERIOR - TV STUDIO FOR "TOMORROW'S CHAMPIONS" - NIGHT
32.

CU of a teenage Ellis as he takes a hard left to the jaw from a

teenage Ali (Clay).

We hear the announcer in the background scream,

"Ellis is hurt!"

33.

CU of announcer for "Tomorrow's Champions"
ANNOUNCER

This skinny kid has waited a long t~me to fight Clay.

Their first

fight was cancelled because Ellis was too light, but this dedicated
young man trained hard and has picked up twenty pounds of solid
muscle.
34.

MEDIUM SHOT of Jimmy and Ali (Clay) fighting in the ring.

The

Announcer continues to speak as the camera follows the action in the
ring.
ANNOUNCER
But Ellis' dream of·beating the finest·ama,teur to come out of
'

'

Louisville in a long time is turning into a nightmare.

Clay is

giving him~ terrible beating.
'

'

.

,

.

.

'

..

''

The camera moves in for a CU of Jimmy as a devas,ting blow from Clay
sends his mouthpiece flying out of his mouth.
with blood.

His face is covered

The camera picks up a medium shot of Jimmy fighting to

stay on his feet as the referee moves in and waves Clay off.
fight is over.

Clay has won.

EXTERIOR - TELEVISION STUDIOS - NIGHT

The
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35.

MEDIUM SHOT of Jimmy as he walks out the door of the television

station and joins Mary who is waiting.
his right eye.

A bandage covers a cut over

Mary puts her arm around him and comforts him.

The

camera moves in for a CU of Jimmy'.s face over Y.ary's shoulder as he
clings to her.
JIMMY
(sadly)
What you hang around with me for,. anyway?

I'm a loser, baby!

How'm

I gonna face Donnie and the others after doin all that braggin about
how I was gonna whup Clay?
MARY

(affectionately)
Oh,James.

You aint no loser!

startin out.

He probably fought 50 times.

You just

You'll get him next time.
JIMMY
(sadly)

Aint gonna be no next time.

Only reason I went to the gym was to

show everybody,I could whup Clay, and that I aint no "candy-ass
Preacher's son."

MARY

You aint no "candy" James.

You're good and you're decent.

climb out of that garbage heap we live in.

You gonna

The others be moppin some

white man's floor, or standin around in front of the pool room,
drinkin wine and "Boppin!"

You gonna be a good man, James.
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JIMMY
Yeah?

What I gonna do?

passin in school.

I'm no good with the books.

I'm barely

What you think I gonna be, a college professor?

MARY

More'n one way to climb out, James.
your fists.

You like boxin.

Everybody say you're good with

Why don't you stick with it?
JIMMY

If I could gain some more weight, and keep trainin hard, I shut Clay's
bigmouth for good next time!
Reverse Angle shows Mary smiling over Jimmy's shoulder as she pats
his back.
MARY

Now you're talkin!
INTERIOR - GYM - DAY
36.

CU of Jimmy as he punches the light bag.

"Supered" over Jimmy

are a series of shots of him as he wins fight after.fight and shots
of the local newspaper proclaiming Jimmy as "The Second best Amateur
Boxer in Louisville."

We see another headline which predicts great

things for "LOUISVILLE'S PHENOMENAL YOUNG FIGHTER, CASSIUS CLAY."

INTERIOR - A LITTLE BAPTIST CHURCH - MORNING
37.

LONG SHOT of the choir singing for the congregation in Reverend
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Ellis' church.

Jimmy is the featured vocalist.

The cameras pick up

CU's of people in the congregation smiling serenely as Jimmy's clear
tenor voice rings out.
EXTERIOR - CHURCH - MORNING
38.

MEDIUM SHOT of Jimmy standing next to his father and mother and

two brothers as members of the congregation come out and praise
Jimmy for his ability to sing gospel music.

One elderly lady hugs

Jimmy's mother.
ELDERLY LADY
I tell you "Elizabeth._

That boy has the holy spirit in him!

He

sings like an Angel!
MRS. ELLIS
He got the devil in him wrestling with the holy ghost, Mrs. Rankin.
You tell me why a boy with a gift from God to si"ing lHce that want to
be a prize fighter!
The camera reveals Mary standing; a1; __th~ bottom of _tJ:,e steps waiting
for Jimmy.
at him.

When she hears his mother's remark, she smiles and winks

Jimmy grins and winks back.

driving up in front of the church.

Then the camera picks up a car
It's Jimmy's trainer, Al Redwine.

He yells for Jimmy, and Jimmy runs down the steps, grabs Mary's handand they both run for the car.
REDWINE
(excitedly)

Z4
James, the rematch with Clay is set for next Friday night.

But you

gotta fight him at the VFW Club in South Louisville!
Jimmy grabs Mary a~d they both laugh and dance around in happiness.
Jimmy turns and yells to his parents.

JIMMY
Mama, Daddy!

It's on!

I gonna fight Clay again!.

The camera moves in for a CU of Jimmy's parents.

They look concerned.

EXTERIOR - CITY PARK - DAY
39.

MEDIUM SHOT of Jimmy and Mary as they walk through the park

holding hands.

Mary hits Jimmy playfully, and begins to-run with

Jimmy in pursuit.

He catches her and throws her to the ground.

He

falls do"!Il beside lier and Mary looks up ':'-t him.
MARY

Why you never try to kiss me?

JIMMY'
I don't know.

Guess I scared.
MARY

(laughing teasingly)
Big Tough guy.

Wimp. guys in the ring and scared to kiss a little ale

100 pound girl!

JIMMY
(laughing)
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Oh Yeah?
Jimmy leans over and kisses Mary awkwardly, but tenderly.

After the

ki_ss, they stare -into ea·ch other's eyes affectionately.
MARY

James, Why don't you borrow your cousin's car and take me to the
drive-in?

JIMMY
Shoot!

Your daddy kill me!
MARY

He likes you, James!

You ·ask him nice, he might let me go.

Jimmy (sits up, looking very ~rightened.

He thinks for a minute, and

af-ter building up Ii.is courage',· jumps up.)

JIMMY
O.K. !

I do ft,. I "g"o -try tci get the car right now, and meet you back

at your house!

EXTERIOR - ALL OVER CITY - DAY (MUSIC IN BACKGROUND)
40.

LONG SHOT of Jimmy as he runs thr?ugh the streets looking for

his cousin.

The cameras follow Jimmy as he searches alleyways,

bowling alleys, and restaurants for his older cousin.
spots him through the window of a pool hall.

INTERIOR - POOL ROOM - DAY

He finally
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41.

CU of Jimmy's cous·in leaning over the table concentrating on

sinking the eight ball in the side pocket.

Just as he shoots,

Jimmy yells at him off camera and he misses the shot.

The camera

pulls back for a long shot as Jimmy's cousin begins to chase Jimmy
around the pool hall holding his pool cue like a club.

EXTERIOR - DAY - OUTSIDE POOL HALL
42.

MEDIUM SHOT of Jimmy coming out the door with a smile on his

face and dangling his cousin's car keys.

EXTERIOR - MARY'S HOUSE - DAY
43.

MEDIUM LONG SHOT of Mary pacing back and forth on the front porch

waiting for Jimmy.

In the foreground the camera picks up Mary's

father mowing the lawn, .. stopping·often to mop his brow on this
typically hot and humid summer day in Kentucky.

The Camera picks up

an old clunker of a .. ca_r. driven by Jimmy, roundi":g the corner.

The

car pulls up in front of' the house, and Jimmy misjudges the curb and
crashes into ·a trash ·can· on the sidewalk.:. ·A caniera··picks up a CU
'
of Mary hiding her face in mock horror. A Reverse Angle shot reveals
Jimmy crawling through the window of the car as Mary's father
continues to mow the lawn, apparently oblivious to it all.

Jimmy

stops on the sidewalk, looking as if he is ready to face a firing
squad, and Mary points to her daddy.
and walks along beside him as he mows.

Jimmy catches up to Mr. Allen
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JIMMY
Here, Mr. Allen, let me mow for awhile.
Jimmy takes over the mower and Mr. Allen looks amused.
Jimmy and Mary are plotting something.

He knows

Mr. Allen stands there in the

yard for a moment, and as Jimmy passes him he shouts ...•.

JIMMY
Oh, by the way Mr. Allen, Can I take Mary to the Drive-In Movie
tonight?
MR. ALLEN
I don't know, James.

That's gonna take some pondering.

You keep

mowing, and I'll think about it.
The camera follows Jimmy as he pushes the mower around the yard as
fast as he can.

A camera then picks up a shot of Mr. Allen sitting

on the porch drinking a glass of iced tea and fanning himself.

A

Reverse Angle shot picks up Jimmy as he passes him with the mower.

JIMMY
Have you made up your·mind yet, Mr. Allen?
MR. ALLEN
(Trying to hide his amusement)
Not yet, James.

Keep mowing!
DISSOLVE OUT
DISSOLVE IN

ZB

The camera picks up Jimmy as he finishes mowing the lawn.

He

collapses in exhaustion and is lying on his back in the yard.

Mr.

Allen wal~s in and stands over Jimmy.

MR. ALLEN
O.K. Jam~s.

I guess it'll be O.K. if you take Mary to the movies.

Jimmy looks up in defeat.

He knows he's been had!
DISSOLVE OUT
DISSOLVE IN

INTERIOR - CAR - NIGHT
44.

CU of Jimmy and Mary in the car at the drive-in.
JIMMY

Will you be my steady girl, -1,\ary?
MARY

Oh James, I 'v_e be.en your- steady girl for a long -time ••.•
JIMMY
A fri~nd of niy daddy's said he'd give· nie ·a constru~tion job, Mary.
As soon as the fight with Clay is over, I'm gonna go see him and
start workin and I buy you a nice ring or somethin.
MARY

(hugging Jimmy)
I just want-you, James!
INTERIOR - VFW POST - NIGHT
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45.

LONG SHOT of Boxing Ring, and a crowd of several hundred white

"Rednecks" seated around the ring.

46.

CU of Jimmy and Cassius Clay peeking out the door of a little

backroom which has been turned into a dressing room for the fighters.
They hear a shout from someone in the crowd, "Bring On those two bad
little niggers, Clay and Ellis!"

JIMl!Y
We like the Christians being fed to the Lions by the Romans, Cash!
CLAY

Yeah, we just "nigger" meat to entertain those "Crackers"!

The camera moves in for a CU of Jimmy's face.

Jimmy knows there is

some truth in what Clay just said, but his face reveals a determination to avenge the loss to Clay.

JIMMY
(muttering to himself)
If its blood they want, that's what they're gonna get.
47.

CU of Ring Announcer in ring.

He wears a beat up T-Shirt over

a pot belly and an old billed cap with a "Caterpillar" insignia.

He

is holding a can of beer.
ANNOUNCER
It's time for the main event! •.• 3 Rounds between Louisville's top
amateur fighter, Cassius Clay .... (the crowd Boos) and a fighter who
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has shown he aint no slouch either, James Ellis! •.• (the crowd cheers)
48.

CU of two rednecks in the crowd.
FIRST "REDNECK"

I hope Ellis tears that cocky "nigger's" head off.
SECOND "REDNECK"
Yeah, Ellis is a good colored boy.
49.

Knows his place.

LONG SHOT of ring as bell rings and the fight begins.

The

camera follows the action as Clay gets the better of Jimmy in the
first round.

But Jimmy comes on like he's obsessed in the last two

rounds and beats Clay so badly that they are both covered with Clay's
blood.

When the fight ends, Jimmy is declared the winner by a

unanimous decision and the fans crowd the ring to congratulate him.
Jimmy enjoys the adultation for a long as he can and then heads for
the dressing room.
INTERIOR - DRESSING ROOM
50.

LONG SHOT of Cassi.us Clay sitting on a bench alone, holding an

ice bag to a battered eye.

The door can be seen in the background.

Jimmy comes through the door and looks at Clay.

His hate for Clay

turns to pity when he sees him sitting there, beaten and humiliated.
Clay looks up.
CLAY
We a couple of dumb "niggers", Ellis .••.. get in that ring an beat
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each others brains out so a bunch of white trash can get their
jollies!
Jimmy tries to ignore Clay, and walks toward his locker,

CLAY
Everybody think I'm crazy .••• cause all I think about is fightin •...
but it's my way out man .... let them "necks" out there yell "nigger"
and "boy" at me.

When I'm rich and famous, they'll pay big money

to see me fight!
Clay suddenly jumps up and points at Jimmy.
CLAY
(almost angrily)
You can tell your grandchildren some day that you once beat the.
Heavyweight Champion of The World!
ELLIS
(chuckling)
Shit man, I might be Heavyweight Champ myself.

CLAY
Awuh, you too puny to ever be a heavyweight!
Clay walks over and opens his locker and begins to get dressed·.
suddenly wheels around to Jimmy as if he just got a brainstorm,

He
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CLAY
Hey, I gotta idea.

Let's me and you train together.

I'm gonna

start training with Fred Stoner over in the Smoketown gym.
best fight trainer in town.

He the

We'll win the Golden Gloves ..•. then

the nationals .... then the Olympics •••• and then we turn pro.

You be

Middleweight Champ, and I'll be the greatest Heavyweight who ever
lived:
JIMMY
(smiling)
You just about the cockiest dude I ever met!
CLAY
(mockingly)
I'm the baddest "nigger" around:

Cassius Clay, Heavyweight Champ,

and his stablemate James ~lli~, ijiddleweight "Champeen" of the
World!

What a couple of bad niggers:

We got a deal man?

Jimmy'.·laughs and then sticks oti{his hand, they 'shake",iand Clay
begins to laugh and brag and throw punches around ·,the room.

Jimmy

watches him a~-·~f he t'tii~ks :Clay ,is crazy·, but,_with,' a look of
-,·
fondness rather than hate. It's the beginning of a long friendship.
51.

A montage of scenes that establish the new friendship between

Jimmy and Clay.

We see them doing roadwork; sparring; Jimmy

holding Mary's hand at the movie with Clay. sitting
on the other
.
side of Jimmy.

Clay mockingly kisses Jinimy on the ear and Jimmy

slaps him on the head.

They begin to wrestle around as other
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people in the theater'yell for them to sit down and be quiet.
Mary slides down in her seat ih embarrassment.
EXTERIOR - GHETTO STREET - DAY
52.

LONG SHOT of Jimmy and Clay amb'iin,g down the street.

Clay is

quiet.
JIMMY
OK Cash, what's eatin you man!
CLAY
You wanna know what's eating me, James?
me!

I tell you what's eating

The Golden Gloves tournament is only two weeks away, and you

aint training man.

You too busy with Mary!

We got a pact man, and

you're more interested in some little fox than workin for a future!
You ·don't have no time for me!

'

JIMMY
'(in mock .shock)·

Why Cash, you jealous of Mary!
queer are right, Cash.

Maybe those guys that say you're

You don't ever 'mess with.girls.

You funny,

Cash·?
Clay angrily shoves his friend.
CLAY
You know I aint no sissy, man!

I got no time fo_r girls,.

get to be Champ, then I have any girl I want.

When I

I get me a Movie
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Star!

I ....
ELLIS

Shit, Cash.

You won't know what to do with her when you get her!
CLAY

You gonna throw your future away, man, f ______ around with that
little fox.

Everybody know girls sap a fighter's strength.

Ellis stops.

Now he's really angry.
ELLIS

Don't call Mary no "Little Fox" man.

I love her.

I gonna marry

her!

CLAY
OK James.

You marry her, and have lots of little brown babies,

and I come visit you in my cadillac convertible down here in this
cesspool you gonna live in all your life, man!
Just then, both Clay and Ellis notice a gang of blacks just down
the street.

They have a small white boy backed up against the

wall in an alleyway.

They take the kid's billfold, rip the money

from it and throw the wallet in the street.
beat the white kid.
ELLIS
(To Clay)
That aint right, man!

Then they begin to
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CLAY
Who you?

Suppernigger?

Protector of the White Folks?

Little

honky should of.stayed out of this block, man.
ELLIS
I don't care.

That aint right!

Jimmy turns and runs to the aid of the white boy.

Clay yells after

him.
CLAY
Stay out of it, Man!
Jimmy grabs one of the attackers, spins him around and .sends him
sprawling with a hard punch to the jaw.
of the gang members jump Jimmy.
back as the other hits him.

Almost instantly, thre·e

Two h9.ld Jimmy's arms behind his

Clay iooks on.

ci.:AY
(muttering to himself)
Shit!

If I l:>re,ak my hand, .. I gonna nail Ellis' ass· to a tree.
'.

Clay then wades in, and in just a matter of seconds, he and Jimmy
have beaten all three.

Jimmy helps the little white kid to his

feet, a,nd then digs through the pockets of the fallen attackers.
He finds the white boy's money and hands it back to him.

All the

time, Clay is standing there, inspecting his hands for damage.
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CLAY
Oh God, I think I broke a knuckle! Damn you James.

Now my hands are

all screwed up.
JIMMY
.(laughing)
Come on Champ, let's go!
53.

MONTAGE - shots of Jimmy and Clay training with "supered"

headline reading:

"CLAY WINS .GOLDEN GLOVES."

A smaller headline

below reads "Ellis impressive in taking Middleweight Title."
EXTERIOR - Church where Jimmy's father preaches - DAY
54.

MEDIUM SHOT of front of church as Jimmy and Mary make their

way down the steps.

It is their -wedding day.

Friends shower them

with rice as they leave· the cµurch. · The camera picks up Cassius
Clay in the crowd.

Clay is.not smilin~, or throwing_rice.

He looks

concerned .. He' watches as Jimmy and Mary cl'imb in the old car with
tin cans tied to th~ back bumper.
the trunk.

A "Just Married"· sign covers

Just as the car pulls from. the--_ curb,: Clay dashes for

the car, opens the door and leaps in.

Mary screams, as Clay

climbs over her and sits between she and Jimmy.
MARY

Cash, are you crazy?

What ....
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JIMMY
What you doing Cash?

You gain on our honeymoon with us?

·c1AY
I gotta talk to you James, I ....
JIMMY
You gotta talk to me right now?

Your timing is terrific, Cash.

CLAY
James, I'm worried about us.

The

11

Nationals 11 are coming up soon,

and we aint gonna make the Olympic team if we don't train hard ....
JIMMY
We gonna train hard, Cash!
CLAY
How you gonna work full time on a construction job, train hard,
and take care of a new wife?
Mary turns to Cash and takes his hands in hers.
MARY

Cash, I know you care about James, and I know you two share a
dream that's very important, but Cash, I love James too, and you
gotta share him with me now.

I'm not trying to take him away from

you but you gotta share him with me.
Mary leans over, and kisses Clay on the cheek.

Jimmy pulls to the
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curb and stops the car abruptly.
JIMMY
OK Cash .••. OUT!

DAMNIT, it's my honeymoon!
CLAY

But James, I'm ten miles from home, and I aint even got bus fare!
JIMMY
Run home Cash.

It'll be good trainin!

Clay smiles sheepishly, and climbs out of the car.

The camera

picks up Clay, looking lost and alone, standing on the corner as
Jimmy roars off.
55.

MONTAGE of shots with music under showing Jimmy kissing Mary

goodbye in the morning and going to work; Jimmy working on the
construction job;" a worn out Jimmy leaving work and h"eading for the
gym; training with Clay; an exhausted Jimmy asleep on the floor as
Clay and Mary watch TV.
INTERIOR - Construction Owner's Office - DAY
56.

MEDIUM SHOT of Jimmy's boss behind desk.

the door.

There's a knock on

A REVERSE ANGLE SHOT picks up Jimmy entering the door.
BOSS

Hello James.

What can I do for you?
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JIMMY

I just wanted to remind you, I leave next Monday for the National
Championships in Chicago, so I be off work four days next week ••••
BOSS
James, you know this boxing is causing you to miss a lot of work.
The foreman is complaining that it screws up his scheduling of
crews ....

JIMMY

I know, Sir, but this is very important to me.

As soon as this

is over .. ..

BOSS
Then it will be the Olympics ••. if you win.

How are you going to

support your family if yoµ have to take off all that time for
Olympics, James?

JIMMY
My parents said they would help, and •••.
BOSS
You have a baby on the way too, James.

I don't mean to preach,

but I think there's going to be a time when you are going to have
to give up fighting.
JIMMY

(head lowered)
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Yes sir.
Jimmy gets up and heads for the door.
JIMMY
Well sir.

I appreciate you letting me off.

Jimmy leaves the office.

The camera picks up a CU of his Boss

looking concerned,
INTERIOR - LARGE ARENA-CHICAGO - NIGHT
57.

MEDIUM SHOT of Cassius-Clay seated ringside watching Jimmy

fight for the National Middleweight Amateur Championship.
is yelling for his friend.

Cassius

MEDIUM SHOT of Jimmy taking punches

from his opponent, and delivering very few_punches-of his own.

CU

of Clay looking bitterly disappointed.
58.

NEWSPAPER HEADLINE READS:

"Cas-sius Clay Wins The Nationals."

A smaller headline proclaims "ELLIS Defeated,"
59.

MEDIUM SHOT of Ali waving from the steps of an airplane as

"supered" headline reads:

"LOUISVILLE'S CLAY TO OLYMPIC GAMES."

INTERIOR - J:i,mmy's and Mary's Little House - NIGHT
MEDIUM SHOT of Jimmy and Mary watching Cassius fight for the Olympic
Gold Medal on television.
Television Sportscaster
(excitedly)
The colorful, brash young fighter from Louisville, Kentucky, has
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won the Olympic Gold Medal!

And with his flair for show

business, .and his amazing speed and quickness, the experts are
predicting a great pro career for this young man.
Jimmy gets up .and turns off the TV.

He slumps in a chair looking

dejected.
MARY

What's wrong James.

Aren't you happy for Cash?
JIMMY

I should be there with him, Mary!
EXTERIOR - LOUISVILLE AIRPORT - DAY
60.

LONG SHOT of Cas_sius arriving back in Louisville to a hero's

welcome.

He is wearing his gold medal around his neck.

He steps

to the row of microphones and reads a poem he has written to the
cheering crowd ..
CLAY
(Poem)
To make America the greatest is my goal,
So I beat the Russian, and I beat the pole,
And for the USA won the Medal of Gold.
Italians said, "You're greater than the Cassius of Old."
We like your name, we like your game,
So make Rome your home if you will.
I said I appreciate kind hospitality,
But the USA is my country still,
'Cause they waiting to welcome me in Louisville.

A camera picks up a CU of Jimmy standing in the crowd.

He has

sneaked off from work to see his friend's homecoming and is dressed
in dirty work clothes and a hard hat.

As Cassius approaches the

crowd to sign autographs and shake hands, he spots Jimmy.
CLAY
(exc:i-tedly)
James, James!

I did it!

I did it, man!

Clay grabs his friend and gives him a bear hug.
CLAY
Come on, James.
waitin for me.

The. city has got a big, black Cadillac limosine
You an' me are gonna ride in style!
JAMES

No Cash.

I all dirty man ...

besides they don't want me in that

limo.

CLAY
They want whoever I want.

C'mon, man!

Jimmy follows Clay to the waiting limo and they jump in the back.

INTERIOR - LIMO - DAY
61.

CU of Clay and Jimmy inside limo.
CLAY

Man, it was great!

Big time writers treatin me like I was special.

Some of em say I gotta chance of becomin' the youngest Heavyweight
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Champ in history!
me, James.

A bunch of white millionaires are goin' to handle

I'm gonna turn pro right away.

They goin' to give me

$10,000 to buy me a big car an' fix up mama Bird and Daddy's house.
JIMMY
(quietly)
That's great, Cash.
CLAY
What you gonna do, James?

You goin' to fight pro?
JIMMY

I don't know, man.
family.

Hard to train and fight, and work and support a

I gotta nuther baby on the way.
CLAY

I always told you women n' wives n' babies n' fightin don't mix,
James.

You wouldn't listen.

You woulda been at the Olympics with

me if you had been able to train harder and not work so much.
JIMMY
Gotta support my wife, Cash.
Jimmy then glances out the window and spots a familiar landmark.
JIMMY
I'll get out here, Cash.

Got some things to do.
CASH

Hey driver.

Stop the car.

Mr. Ellis has reached his destination!
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Jimmy smiles at his friend's pomposity.

He opens the door and starts

to get out, but he turns back around.
JIMMY
I'm proud of you Cash.

I'm sorry I let you down!

Jimmy quickly gets out of the car.

He watches as the limo pulls

away.
EXTERIOR - Front of Jimmy's House - NIGHT
62.

LONG SHOT of car driving up in front of house.

The man gets

out of the car, goes up the walk and rings the door bell.
INTERIOR - Jimmy's House - NIGHT
63.

MEDIUM SHOT of Jimmy opening the door.
VISITOR

Hello, James.
Jimmy motions the man to enter.

He takes a seat, and Jimmy plops on

the couch across from him.
JIMMY
Mary, this is Ron Mersky.

He's a fight manager.

He wants me to turn

pro and fight for him!
MERSKY
Mary, Louisville is becoming known as a good fight town with all the
publicity Cassius Clay is getting, plus Rudell Stitch and others.
I want to bring professional fights into Louisville and handle some
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fighters!
MARY

Where does James fit in?

MERSKY
James is as good as any of them.

I think we can make a lot of money

together.
JIMMY
The contract you showed me doesn't guarantee me any steady income,
Mr. Mer sky.

MERSKY
Well, I'm

not a wealthy man.

I can't stake you or give you a steady

salary, but I'll give you a good percentage of all the gates.
JIMMY
Mary?
MARY

I know its what you want to do, James.
JIMMY
O.K.

You gotta deal.

Jimmy and Mersky shake hands.

MERSKY
First thing we 're going to do is call you "Jimmy".
sound to it for a fighter!

Gotta better
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EXTERIOR - GYM - NIGHT
64.

LONG SHOT of Jimmy driving up to gym in his old truck.

out and walks toward the door.

He gets

He is still in his work clothes and

is covered with white dust.
INTERIOR - GYM - NIGHT

65.

MEDIUM SHOT of Mersky who runs to Jimmy as he walks in the door.
MERSKY

Hurry up and get dressed, Jimmy.

We have alot of work to do.

You're

about to hit the big time!
JIMMY
What do you mean, Mr. Mersky?
MERSKY
I've got you lined up to fight top middleweight contender Reuben
Carter next month in Madison Square Garden!

You're going to be as

famous as Cassius Clay in no time!
JIMMY
(awed)
Madison Square Garden!

What's the payday?
MERSKY

Your share is only $2,000, Jimmy.

But it's a chance to get ranked

and prove what you can do in front of the big boys!
JIMMY
(still awed)

Madison Square Garden!
INTERIOR - The office of Jimmy's boss - DAY
66.

CU of Jimmy's construction boss behind desk.
BOSS

O.K. James.
fight.

I'll give you a 30 day leave to train for the Carter

But it's the last time.

make a decision.

When you get back, you hav.e to

Are you a construction worker or a fighter?

A Reverse Angle shot reveals a concerned looking Jimmy sitting
across the desk from his boss.
INTERIOR - Jimmy and Mary's house - DAWN
67.

CU - alarm clock.

violently.

The clock says 4 A.M. and it is ringing

The camera pulls back to show a sleepy Jimmy groping

for the clock.

Mary is asleep beside him.
JIMMY

Mary, get up.

I gotta do my road ·work!
MARY

Oh God, James!

It's inhuman to get up so early!
JIMMY

Only a few more weeks, Mary.

After I beat Carter, we'll be on our

way to becoming rich and famous, just like Cash!
MARY

I bet Cash's wife don't get up at no 4 A.M. to drive while he does
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road work!
Jimmy jumps out of bed and starts shadow boxing.
in for a CU of Mary.

The camera moves

She groans and swings out of bed .•
WIPE

68.

LONG SHOT of Jimmy running down a country road with Mary

following in the car.

Jimmy throws punches as he runs along.

camera switches to inside the car.
off" as she drives.
wheel.

for Jimmy.

A sleepy Mary starts to '-'nod-

Suddenly her head falls over on the steering

She is fast asleep.

front of the car.

The

The camera picks up Jimmy running in

The car star.ts veering crazily and heads right

Jimmy looks back just in time.

He yells and tries to

jump out of the way but the front bumper catches him and knocks
him over an embankment.

Mary wakes up on impact, just in time to

see Jimmy disappear over the side of the hill.

She screams!

MARY

Oh God!
69.

James!

MEDIUM SHOT of the road as Mary stops the car and jump out.

We see her running-to the spot where Jimmy was knocked over the
side of the hill.
MARY

Oh my Lord!
70.

I've killed him!

MEDIUM SHOT of Mary peering over the side of the hill.

A

reverse angle shot pic~s up a very angry Jimmy sitting in a mud
hole at the bottom of the hill.

Nothing is hurt but his pride.

He
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glares at Mary as if he could kill her.
suppress a giggle.

CU of Mary as she tries to

She starts to laugh.

The camera switches to a

CU of Jimmy covered with mud looking very comical and very mad!
EXTERIOR - MADISON SQUARE GARDEN - NIGHT
71.

MEDIUM SHOT of front of Garden with "Fight" posters prominently

displayed.

The camera zooms in for a CU of the poster with pictures

of Carter and Jimmy.

It states "Reuben "Hurrican" Carter vs Jimmy

Ellis, Tonight."
INTERIOR - GARDENS - DRESSING ROOM - NIGHT

72.

MEDIUM SHOT of Jimmy stretches out on a table in his dressing

room with a thermometer under his tongue.

He is sick with the flu.

MERSKY
Damn Jimmy.

Your temperature is 103.

You can't fight!

Jimmy sits up on the table.
JIMMY
(loudly)
I gonna fight Mr. Mersky!
Mersky looks at Jimmy, and then throws his hands up in the air.
Just then, someone yells through the door that it's time to enter
the ring.

Jimmy eases off the table,. wipes his face with a towel,

and heads out the door.
73.

CU of Mary at home listening to the fight on the radio.

so
SPORTSCASTER
Carter is giving this young pro from Louisville a brutal lesson,
folks!
74.

CU of Jimmy in the ring taking punch after punch from Carter.

The referee jumps in and waves Carter off!

As Jimmy is going for

his corner, he collapses, both from the beating and the virus.
Mersky and his cornermen run for J.immy and call for the doctor.

DISSOLVE OUT
DISSOLVE IN
75.

CU of Jimmy's face.

salts under his nose.

He is unconscious.

A hand holds smelling

The camera pulls back to reveal that Jimmy

is back in his dressing room stretched out on a training table.

He

comes around; and looks up.

MERSKY
You had us worried Jimmy.

How do you feel?

Jimmy slowly sits up_on the table.

He is obviously very weak.

JI~

I want my money as quick as I can get it, Mr. Metsky.

I haven't

been workin' my construction job and I got a lotta bills.

MERSKY
Yeah, well there's

something I have to tell you about that, Jimmy.

You aren't going to get as much as we thought.
Jimmy spins around and faces Mersky.

You see .••
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JIMMY
I see what?

MERSKY
Well, you're an unknown Jimmy.

A little money had to go "under

the table" to arrange the fight •••
JIMMY
Under the table?

Under the table?

Jimmy kicks over a chair and starts for Mersky.
JIMMY
I'll put your ass under the table!

Where's my money!

I want my

F------ money!
Two of the others in the room grab Jimmy and try to restrain him.

JIMMY
Get your crooked white ass outta here, Mersky.

You and me are

through!

MERSKY
You are damn right we're through, you Chump!
the dressing room than you do in the ring.
through Ellis!

You fight better in
You're the one that's

You.' re a loser!

Mersky and the others leave the dressing room.

As they are leaving,

two unsavory, but well dressed men appear in the doorway.
knows who they are.

They are mobster "soldiers."

Jimmy
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MOBSTER 1
Jimmy, Mr. Minetti would like a word with you.
JIMMY
(still angry)
Yeah, well tell him to come around sometime.
MOBSTER 2
He's right outside the door.
A well dressed gentlemen with white hair and "cruel" eyes appears
in the doorway.

It's Nino Minetti, one of the mob leaders who

control boxing.
MINETTI
Jimmy, Jimmy, It broke my heart out there tonight ...
JIMMY
Yeah?

Well, I think it broke my nose.
MINETTI

You weren't ready for Carter, son.
along is a real art.

Now, if you were one of my fighters .••
JIMMY

I aint one of vour fighters!

MINETTI
You could be, Jimmy.

You see, bringing a fighter

You could be.
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JIMMY
(belligerently)
Yeah?

What you want me for?

Mersky says I'm a Chump, says I'm

through!
MINETTI
Mersky?

What does he know.

He's "small potatoes," Jimmy.

with me, and I'll bring you along slowly.

Come

Then we'll get you

television fights, make you into a contender, maybe even get you
the Championship.
JIMMY
Or maybe ask me to take a dive now and then?
MINETTI
Don't play "holy" with me, son.

You've been around long enough to

know that you have to play the game.
JIMMY
And how'm I gonna feed my family while you're bringin' me along
slowly?
MINETTI
You'll get $500 a week, Jimmy, just like clock work.
working 8 to 10 hours a day hard labor between fights.
"light" jobs for us once in awhile.
JIMMY
Like?
MINETTI

No more
Just some
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Like delivering a few cars to a few cities from a little used car
business we run in St. Louis •.••
The gangster walks toward the door, opens it, and then turns back
to Jimmy
MINETTI
I don't beg anyone, Jimmy.

You think about it, and let me know.

The mobster starts out the door.
JIMMY
Mr. Minetti. ••.
Minetti turns
JIMMY
You gotta deal.
MINETTI
(smiling)
You go home to Louisville Jimmy.
kiddies.

Spend a week with the wife and

We'll send a private plane after you next Saturday.

Minetti turns, walks out the door and shuts it behind him.
INTERIOR - CASSIUS CLAY'S TRAINING CAMP - DAY
76.

MEDIUM SHOT o~ Clay on training table getting a rubdown.

He

is reading the newspaper account of Jimmy's brutal beating at the
hands of Reuben Carter.

Clay frowns.

He's concerned for his friend.

INTERIOR - BEDROOM OF JIMMY'S HOUSE IN LOUISVILLE - EARLY MORNING
77.

LONG SHOT of Jimmy packing a suitcase.

Mary can be seen in
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the background sitting on the bed, crying.
MARY

Don't do it James!
JIMMY
I'm gain'!
MARY

You've always been decent and honest, James.
that much to you,. James?

Does fightin mean

You gonna work for the mob?
JIMMY

Damnit Mary.

"Cash" is off gettin rich and famous, and we still

stuck in this stinkin sewer in Louisville!
Mary, only I never got a chance to prove it.

I'm as good as he is
Now I'm gonna get

my shot!
Mary stands up and walks to Jimmy and throws her arms around him.
MARY

Please don't go James!
JIMMY
They're sendin a car to take me to the plane at 5:30 sharp, Mary.
I gotta finish packin'.
MARY

No James •.. No!
Jimmy shoves Mary back on the bed.
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JIMMY
I'm gain'!

Just then a car horn sounds outside.
walks out of the bedroom.

Jimmy closes his suitcase and

Mary hears the front door slam, and she

falls back on the bed sobbing.
she begins to cry louder.

She hears the car drive off, ·and

Then Mary hears the front door open and

hears footsteps approach the bedroom.

The Camera picks up a MEDIUM

SHOT of a figure coming through the door.

It's Jimmy.

He puts his

suitcase down, walks to bed, stretches out beside Mary and takes
her in his arms.

INTERIOR - CONSTRUCTION BOSSE'S OFFICE - DAY
78.

CU of Jimmy's boss behind desk.
BOSS

O.K. Jame_s, if you are certain you've got fighting out of your
blood, and you are ready to work full time, and steady, you can
have your old job back.

Report Monday morning.
I

A REVERSE ANGLE SHOT reveals Jimmy sitting across the desk.
doesn't reply.

Jimmy

He just nods, then gets up and walks out the door.

INTERIOR - KITCHEN OF JIMMY'S HOUSE - EVENING
79.

MEDIUM LONG SHOT of Mary trying to prepare dinner.

She is

carrying the baby under one arm as she tries to set the table.
baby is crying.

The

The older child is pulling things out of a drawer.

Mary yells at her to stop.

She hears the front door open, and
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Jimmy walks in the kitchen dressed in his work clothes and hard
hat.

The kitchen is a mess.

Jimmy looks around, disgustedly, and

then plops down at the table.

JIMMY
This house is a pig pen, Mary ...•
MARY

I know James but •.••

JIMMY
But nuthin.

I work my tail off to feed this family, least you could

do is keep the house clean!
Mary spins around angrily and faces Jimmy.
MARY

Damn You!

You think I got an easy life?

Get me a maid like Cash's

wife has got and I'll keep your damn "mansion" clean.
Jimmy looks hurt.

He considers this a personal affront from Mary

that he hasn't done as well as Cassius.

He walks. out of the kitchen

and sits in a chair in a darkened living room.

Mary walks in and

stands in the doorway.
MARY

I'm sorry, James.

I didn't mean nuthin by what I said.

Jimmy doesn't respond, so Mary returns to the kitchen where she
opens a drawer and takes out a piece of paper ahd an envelope.
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EXTERIOR - CLAY'S TRAINING CAMP - DAY
80.

LONG SHOT of Cassius running into camp after doing roadwork.

Someone hands him Mary's letter.
quickly reads it.

Cassius opens the letter and

He frowns as a camera picks up the letter's

message:
Dear Cash,
HELP!
Mary
INTERIOR - JIMMY'S HOUSE - NIGHT
81.

LONG SHOT of Jimmy brooding in front of Television as Mary sews

nearby.

There is a knock at the door and Mary gets up to answer it.

She opens the door and in barges Cassius followed by Angelo Dundee.
Cassius points his finger at Jimmy.
CLAY
Pack your suitcase, man.

You're coming with us!
JIMMY

What?
CLAY
You heard me.

You're a fighter and a fighter you gonna be.

Now

pack your clothes!
DUNDEE
I'm prepared to sign you to a long term contract son.
Clay's stablemate.
fight together.

You'll be

You will train together, spar together, and

You'll be fighting on the same card with Cash!
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JIMMY

But I need to be with Mary and the kids.
again, that's it!

And if I leave my job

I never work again.

Mary walks over to where Jimmy is seated and kneels on the floor in
front of him.
MARY

James, me and the kids aren't gain to be happy if you aint!
a fighter.

You're

Go be a fighter.

Jimmy thinks about it, then leans over and embraces Mary.

Then he

jumps up and grabs Cassius by the shoulders and lets out a yell!
The two begin to hug and jump around the room as they did when they
were kids.

EXTERIOR/INTERIOR - MONTAGE OF SHOTS
82.

Shot of Jimmy and Cassius sparring; another shot of two of them

"horsing" around at the training table; another shot of the two of
them doing roadwork; another shot of the two of them on a phone in a
hallway together getting the news that Jimmy has another daughter;
then a shot of a television set and a sportscaster announcing that
Cassius Clay, "The Louisville Lip" will fight heavyweight champ
Sonny Liston.

INTERIOR - GYM - DAY
83.

CU of stranger entering gym with several people following him.

The camera picks up a shot of Jimmy watching curiously as the
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stranger greets Cassius and they disappear behind closed doors.
A CU shows Jimmy looking concerned.

He is trying to remember where

he has seen the man before, and why he has "bad vibes" about him.
Then Dundee walks in and tells Jimmy to get ready to go a few rounds
with Cassius.

A large crowd is gathering in the gym.

The camera

switches to Cassius saying goodbye to the "stranger" and heading
for the ring.

He is joined by Jimmy and they begin to spar.

Cassius is showing. off for the crowd, and he pats Jimmy's rear end
as they clinch.

This infuriates Jimmy and he catches Cassius with

a flurry of punches.
right eye.

Cassius retaliates with a blow to Jimmy's

Jimmy's eye immediately swells up like a goose egg.

Now Jimmy is really mad.

He gets Cassius in the ropes and sends

him to the canvas with a devastating blow to the ribs.
goes to his knees, doubled up in pain.

Cassius

But then he jumps up, and

for the benefit of the crowd, pretends he was "clowning."
knows better and orders Cassius to the locker room.
to follow, but decides to wait outside.

Dundee

Jimmy starts

Dundee sticks his head

out the door and tells Jimmy to "get the doctor."

84.

CU of Doctor as he examines Cassius.

Angelo Dundee.

He frowns and turns to

Jimmy is standing beside him.
DOCTOR

He has two broken ribs.

DUNDEE
Damn!

Well the fight is off.

You've blown your big chance Cash,

just because of a stupid boyhood rivalry with Jimmy.

You two are
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still trying to prove who's the best!
Dundee angrily turns to Jimmy.
DUNDEE
Are you proud of yourself, Jimmy?

You just ruined your best

friend's chance of winning the championship of the World.

Both

of you should •••
CLAY
The fight goes on!
DUNDEE
You can't fight with two broken ribs!
CLAY
(Loudly)
The Fight goes on!
(Quieter)
Nobody is takin' away the day I've dreamed about all my life.
The camera picks up a CU of Jimmy looking very concerned.

Jimmy

starts out the door and the "stranger" rushes by him to talk to
the injured Cassius.

Jimmy suddenly realizes who the man is.

Jimmy's mouth drops open in shock.

He mutters to himself.

JIMMY
Malcom X!
INTERIOR - CLAY/LISTON FIGHT - NIGHT
85.

MEDIUM SHOT of Clay and Liston in the ring.

switches to show Jimmy in Clay's. corner.

The camera

Liston fails to answer
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the bell in the seventh round.
Champion!

Cassius is the new Heavyweight

Reporters swarm the ring.

Jimmy and Dundee are at

Cass:i:us side.
REPORTER
(yelling over the crowd)
Cassius.

How do you feel?
CLAY

My name is not Cassius.

I am a follower of the honorable Elijah

Muhammad who has given me the name Muhammad Ali!
Jimmy looks on, shocked and saddened.

Part of the dream the two

have shared has come true, but Jimmy is sad that bis friend has
denounced Christianity and become a Black Muslim.
INTERIOR SHOTS - MONTAGE
86.

Montage of scenes of Ali winning fight~, predicing the round

in which he will win and spouting poetry, interspersed with scenes
of Jimmy winning preliminaries.
training facility in Miami.
the speed bag.

Then the scene switches to Dundee's

Ali is not around, but Jimmy is working

One of Ali's Muslim "hangers-on" signals several

others and they· gather around Jimmy.

One of them walks up and grabs

the speed bag.
BLACK MUSLIM
Ali don't want you around no more, James.

Pack your bags and get

out.
Jimmy glares .at the Muslim, then hits the bag and·walks off.
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EXTERIOR - JIMMY'S HOUSE - LOUISVILLE - DAY
87.

MEDIUM SHOT of Jimmy and his kids playing oh an old tire swing

in the front yard.

An airport limosine pulls up in front of the

house and out of the back seat jumps Ali.
to meet Ali and jumps up in his arms.

Jimmy's oldest child runs

Ali approaches Jimmy.

ALI
I come back to Miami and they tell me you gone for good.

What

happened James?
JIMMY
Your new Muslim buddies fired me, man.

Told me you wanted me gone.

Seems like the son of a bible-thumpin' baptist_preacher just don't
fit in with a bunch of Black Muslims.

ALI
You fit in wherever I am, James.

I want you to come back.

JIMMY
Naw man I don't even know you anymore.

You go round spoutin this

angry hate stuff against the white man, and change your name to
sumpthin' I can't even spell.

Shit, Cash, why can't you just

stick to fightin'?

ALI
James, I aint changed that much.

You still my friend.

We got a

dream, man, Come back!

Jimmy doesn't look totally convinced, but he noqs yes and Ali
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embraces him.
INTERIOR - DUNDEE'S GYM, MIAMI - DAY
88.

LONG SHOT of fighters working out and Ali's Black Muslims

hanging around.

The camera picks up a door that is swinging open,

and in walks Jimmy and Ali.
Both are stonefaced.

They walk directly toward the Muslims.

When they reach the Muslims, they stop and

Ali puts his arm around Jimmy.

ALI
This is my friend.

Do you all know that?

The Muslims just stare.
ALI
Well, do ya?
The Muslims continue to stare.

ALI
Stay off his back!
Ali motions to Jimmy and they wheel and leave the gym.
INTERIOR/EXTERIOR - MONTAGE - DAY/NIGHT
89.

MONTAGE of shots showing Ali and Jimmy training together,

playing practical jokes on each other, staying in the same
suite together.

I.t is as if they have turned back the clock and

they are kids in Louisville again.

Then we see a newspaper

headline, "Ali To Defend Title Against Zora Folley."
headline is a smaller one,
Clay/Folley card."

"Ellis to f'i.ght Persol on

Then the scene changes and we see

Below that
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Jimmy asleep in a hotel room.
boxing ring.

He is dreaming that he is in a

The ring announcer and the referee are motioning for

him to come to the center of the ring and get his Heavyweight
Championship Belt.

He can't get there because Ali is holding on

to his arm and yelling.

"Stay with me James . . Stay with me!"

Jimmy yells, wakes up and sits up in bed.

He gets up, goes to the

bathroom and rinses his face, and then steps out on the terrace
of his room.

He looks at his watch anq it says 2:30 A.M.

to throw punches and shadow box.

He begins

Suddenly he hears a voice.

It's

Ali.

ALI
You can't sleep either, huh?
JIMMY
Cash, why aren't you asleep, man?

Tonight's the fight!

ALI
I'm scared to death, James!
JIMMY
Yeah, me too!

What you scared of Cash?

ALI
I don't know.

Scared of failing ... scared of getting hurt .•. scared

of hurtin' the other guy •.
JIMMY
I know the feelin' man!
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EXTERIOR - OUTSIDE HOTEL - MORNING
90.

MEDIUM SHOT - Ali and Jimmy leaving hotel.

lined up waiting for Ali.

The reporters are

Ali immediately goes into his "act,"

playing the "Louisville Lip," but his rhetoric is becoming more
and "militant".

Much of what Ali says is interpersed with what

could be interpreted as hate for the white man.
REPORTER
Ali, You were seen with Martin Luther King recently at an anti-war
rally.

What is your stand on the Vietnam war?
ALI

My Black Brothers can't get equality and justice in this nation,
and they are dying for somebody else in a place nobody ever heard
of.

I aint got nuthin against no Viet Cong!
REPORTER

What round will Foley fall? .

ALI
Foley's

a chump. - It's plain to see, He' 11 fall to "The Greatest"

in only three.
The reporters continue to surround Ali and his answers are more and
more "militant."

This concerns Jimmy because he knows the white

man controls boxing. and more and more influential whites hate Ali.
INTERIOR - JIMMY'S HOUSE IN LOUISVILLE - NIGHT
91.

MEDIUM SHOT of Mary and the children watching the television
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sportscaster as he tells his audience that Ali and Jimmy have won
their latest fights.
OLDEST ELLIS CHILD
When's daddy coming home, mama?
MARY

He'll be home tomorrow, honey!

Tomorrow!

And he's gonna stay home

with us for a whole month!
INTERIOR - ELLIS FAMILY CAR - DAY
92.

CU of Jimmy, Mary and the kids packed in the car.

From the

trinkets and ballons the kids have, it is easy to guess they have
been to an amusement park.

They are laughing and talking, but

Jimmy gets serious and turns up the radio when he hears the name.
11

Muhammad Ali 11

JIMMY
Quiet a minute, kid.s !

Listen Mary .••.
RADIO ANNOUNCER

... so the Heavyweight Champion of the World has refused induction
into the army and the U.S. government says it will prosecute
Muhammad Ali.

In other news ....
MARY

Oh Lord, James.

Poor Cash!
JIMMY

I gotta call him, Mary.

Let's get home.
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INTERIOR - JIMMY'S HOUSE - DAY
93.

MEDIUM SHOT of door as Jimmy enters the house and rushes for

the phone.

Mary and the kids trail in the house after him.

Jimmy

is unable to reach Ali, but he finally reaches Angelo Dundee.
JIMMY
Angelo!

It's me, Jimmy.

Where's the Champ?

I just heard the news.

DUNDEE
You haven't heard the worst, Jimmy!
JIMMY
What's that?
DUNDEE
They're going to take The Championship away from him, Jimmy.
They're going to strip him of his crown!
JIMMY
They can't do that!
DUNDEE
They can ..• and they are going to!
JIMMY
Who'll be champ?
DUNDEE
Maybe you, Jimmy.
JIMMY
What do you mean?
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DUNDEE
They're going to have an elimination tournament among the top
contenders, Jimmy.

I think I can get you in.
JIMMY

You gotta get me in, Angelo!

It's my turn, Angelo!

I can win it,

I know I can!
DUNDEE
I'll do everything I can ....
JIMMY
No!

You gotta get me in that tournament, Angelo ••.• it means

everything to me!
DUNDEE
O.K. Jimmy.

I'll go to work.

You start getting in shape.

Jimmy hangs up the phone, and stares off into space like a man
possessed.

Mary comes up behind him.
MARY

How's Cash, James?

Did Angelo know how to reach him?

Jimmy grabs Mary and swings her around.
JIMMY
I'm gonna to be the new Champ.

Mary!

it's my turn!
MARY

Oh James.

Cash is your friend!

Cash has had his day.

Now
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JIMMY
I gotta start gettin' in shape, Mary.

I may ha,ve to fight again,

soon!

Mary looks concerned.

Jimmy seems to have forgotten his friend's

problems.
MONTAGE of Fight scenes with supered Headlines
94.

CU of Jimmy beating Leotis Martin in his first bout of the

elimination tournament.

Then we see him beat Oscar Bonavena.

we see Jimmy beat Jerry Quarry for the Championship,

Then

We see a CU

of the cover Sports Illustrated proclaiming Jimmy Ellis as "The
New Heavyweight Champion of The World!"
EXTERIOR - LOUISVILLE AIRPORT - DAY

95.

LONG SHOT of crowd waiting to greet the second Heavyweight

Champion in a row from Louisville.
Jimmy the key to the city.
goes wild.

The Mayor is there to give

Jimmy steps off the plane and the crowd

Mary and the children are with the Mayor.

After the

ceremony, the Mayor directs Jimmy and his family to a waiting
limosine.

Jimmy is elated.

They climb into the limo and it speeds

away from the airport.
INTERIOR - LIMO - DAY

96.

CU Jimmy and Mary in back of limo.

Jimmy whispers to the

driver and hands him a slip of paper.
JIMMY
Oh man, Mary!

They gave me as big a welcome as they gave Cash

n·.
when he won the Olympics!
MARY

We're all proud of you, James.

It's just the beginning, Mary!

We're gonna have everything we

ever wanted!

Mary looks out the window.
MARY

This aint the way home, James.

Where we goin'?

JIMMY
I got somethin' to show you.
The limo driver pulls up in front of a beautiful brick home with
white columns in a fashionable, predominantly white, section of
Louisville.

Jimmy jumps out, brabs Mary's hand and practically

pulls Mary out of the limo.
MARY

What's goin' on James?
JIMMY
C'mon Mary.

C'mon Kids!

Jimmy runs for the front door of the house and goes inside.
and the children follow.

Mary

Jimmy stops and turns to Mary.
JIMMY

It's yours, Mary!

Your mansion, Mary.

Just like somethin' Cash
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would live in.

A real home for us and the kids.

Mary starts crying and rushes into Jimmy's arms.
MARY

Oh James!
INTERIOR - STADIUM, STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN - DAY
97.

MEDIUM SHOT of Jimmy dancing around the ring 8ith his hands

raised.

Camera switches to television commentator.
COMMENTATOR

Jimmy Ellis has successfully defended his Heavyweight Crown against
former Champ Floyd Patterson.

But it wasn't a decisive victory,

and many of Ellis' detractors are going to continue to say that he
hasn't proven himself to be the real champion, and never will, until
he meets Muhammad Ali who has been. banned from boxing!
INTERIOR - COURT ROOM, MIAMI - DAY

98.

MEDIUM SHOT of Muhammad Ali standing in front of a Judge.
JUDGE

Cassius Clay, you

defied your country by refusing to serve in the

Armed Forces •..•

ALI
My name is Muhammad Ali!
JUDGE
(ignoring the interruption)
•.•• and now you have

defied the laws of your nation by ignoring
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dozens of citations for traffic violations.
you are above the laws of your country.
that you are not!
workhouse!

You seem to think

I am here to tell you

I sentence you to 30 days in the Dade County

Take him away.

INTERIOR - WORK HOUSE - DAY
99.

CU of cell door being opened.

The Camera switches to a medium

shot of Ali as he is directed into the cell and the door shuts
behind him.

Ali sits on the cot in the cell.

paper and picks it up.

He notices a news-

He sees a picture of Jimmy.

The caption

reads, "WBA Heavyweight Champion Jimmy Ellis prepares for his fight
with Joe Frazier."

Ali glares at the picture and then throws the

paper across the cell.
INTERIOR - CASINO-LAS VEGAS - NIGHT(
100. MEDIUM SHOT of Jimmy and several Movie Stars at the crap table.
A "well-wisher" walks up.

FAN
Good luck against Frazier, Champ!

By the way, you know Ali is in

jail in Miami?
JIMMY
Yeah, I heard.

C'mon gang, let's play some Blackjack.

EXTERIOR - WORK HOUSE, MIAMI - DAY
101. LONG SHOT of reporters waiting outside for Ali to be released
from jail.

Ali walks out and the reporters surround him.
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REPORTER
How do you feel, Champ?
ALI

Do you know that 90% of the men in that jail are Black?
there ate fewer of us, .but more of us in jail?

How come

Don't White Folks

commit crimes?

REPORTER
What about the Frazier-Ellis fight?
ALI
I hope Frazier kills that chump. Ellis.

my old sparring partner.

He ain't no champ!

He just

He coulda never fought without my help,

and now he's turned his back _on·me • . "Smokin' Joe" will murder the
CHUMP!
INTERIOR - GYH - DAY
102. HEDIUH SHOT of Jimmy in the ring sparring.

out of the ring.

He quits and climbs·

He notices a bunch of his people reading a news-

paper story and walks over.
JIHHY
What's that?
WORKER
Nuthin' champ.
Jimmy grabs the paper and begins to read the comments Ali made about
him.

He turns to one of his people.
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JIMMY
(screaming)
Get my lawyers to work on getting Ali a license to fight •••
Anywhere!

I don't care what it costs.

I want Ali!

INTERIOR - STADIUM, ELLIS-FRAZIER FIGHT - NIGHT
103. MEDIUM SHOT_of·Jimmy being helped up the aisle after the fight.
From a distance we can see Joe Frazier still dancing around the ring.
We hear the Announcer saying, "The Undisputed Heavyweight Champion
of The World, Joe Frazier!. The scene switches to inside the dressing
room where Mary is waiting.

She rushes to Jimmy when he comes through

the door.
JIMMY
I had him beat Mar-y. '.He just caught me with a lucky punch!

I'm

gonna win it back, and_ then I'm gonna fight Cash and settle the
score once and for all!
MARY
Oh James.

When you gonna get over this jealously for Cash.

You're

obsessed with him, James!

JIMMY
(screaming)
I've gotta prove who's best once and for all!
EXTERIOR - SKYLINE OF ATLANTA - DAY

INTERIOR - ATLANTA HOTEL MEETING ROOM - DAY
104. MEDIUM SHOT of Ali, Joe llugner and a. dignified looking gentle~
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man, a state official in front of reporters at the press
conference.

STATE OFFICIAL
Gentlemen, the state of Georgia has granted Muhammad Ali a license
to fight, and this great champion will renew his career by
fighting Joe Bugner .here in Atlanta!
Ali and Bugner pose for pictures and engage in some good natured
banter.
INTERIOR - DUNDEE'S GYM, MIAMI - DAY
105. CU of Jimmy skipping rope in Dundee's gym.
his face shows his shock and anger.

Jimmy looks up and

The camera reveals why.

Entering the gym, with a large entourage is Muhammad Ali.
spots Jimmy and stares at him in quiet rage.

Ali

Jimmy points his

fist at Ali.
JIMMY
(screaming)
We gonna rumble, man!
you once.

It's one and one.

You beat me once.

We gonna fight and settle it once and fo•r all.

I beat
.I've

lived in your shadow long enough, Cash!
ALI
(glaring)
O.K. James.

I'll fight you.

I've always been better.

But I'm too good for you, James.

You can't beat me, James.
Jil1MY

Just like Frazier said, Ali.

If you beat me, I'll crawl across the
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ring and kiss your feet!

DISSOLVE OUT OF PAST
DISSOLVE IN TO PRESENT
INTERIOR - HOUSTON ASTRODOME - NIGHT
106. The scene dissolves back to the "present."

As Jimmy's words,

"I'll crawl across the ring and kiss your feet", echo in his ears,
he takes a brutal combination from Ali.

Jimmy feels as if a piece

of his face is gone with every stinging jab from Ali.

Jimmy tries

to throw a right, but Ali sidesteps it, and hurls Jimmy into the
ropes with a vicious left.

Jimmy clinches Ali and holds on.

Ali

shouts in Jimmy's ear over the roar of the crowd.

ALI
Go down, James.

I don't want to hurt you anymore!

Jimmy shoves Ali back violently.

His face is swollen and battered.

JIMMY
(almost crying)

Jimmy catches Ali with a hard left to the ribs, and then hurts Ali
with a tremendous right to the head.
saved by the bell.

Ali is in trouble, but he is

Both men literally stagger to their corners.

Ali's corner people berate him for "not putting Jimmy away."
people tell him to continue to "work on the body".

Jimmy's

The bell rings

and the two tired fighters begin to bang at each other again.

We

see segments of each round, and finally in the twelfth round Ali
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knocks Jimmy senseless with a looping right, and Jimmy falls
helplessly into the ropes.

The referee waves Ali away and stops

the fight.
107. CU of Television Commentator.
COMMENTATOR
It's over!·

Ali has scored a TKO over his old sparring partner.

But the significant thing is that the Ali speed, quickness, and
magic is back!

He is still great!

Maybe the greatest!

As the Commentator continues to talk, we see well-wishers crowding
into the ring.

A_li is cancing around the ring.

Jimmy's people are

trying to close a nasty cut over his eye_._ The camera moves in for
a CU of Jimmy's battered face and we hear Jimmy's own voice echoing
in his mind.

"If you beat me Ali, I'll crawl across the ring and

kiss you feet!"

Suddenly Jimmy pushes his "cut-111an" away, falls ·on

his hands and knees and begins to crawl toward Ali.

Ali sees Jimmy

down_on all fours and remembers what Jimmy said about crawling to
him.

The sight of his boyhood friend and lifetime companion,

beaten and ready to humiliate himself, is more than he can bear.
Ali bursts into tears, arni starts pushing his way toward Jimmy.
When. he reaches him, Ali falls on his knees and, grabs Jimmy by the
shoulders.

He looks- into Jimmy's bloodied face.
ALI
(crying)

You don't hafta crawl to me, James.
to nobody.

We did it, James!

Me an' you don't hafta crawl

Two little Black boys from Louisville,
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and we both became Heavyweight Champion of the World!

We don't

hafta crawl to nobody!
Jimmy looks at his friend and begins to softly cry,
tightly as Jimmy cries.

Ali hugs him

We hear the television commentator and

the crowd in the background and the camera pulls back to a wide
shot of the Pandemonium in the Astrodome.

CREDITS
THE END

